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Some 
Passover 
ThoughTS
My Dear Friends, Wisconsin Jewry,

Freedom, Freedom, Freedom.
We usually find ourselves explaining 

this most basic human need and 
aspiration with what it is not.  Freedom 
is not slavery, it is not confinement, 
it is not inhibition.  It is the removal 
of external constraints on a person’s 
development and self-expression.  

But is that all there is to freedom 
– the absence of subjugation?  Or is 
there a positive dynamic to the state of 
freedom?

Passover embodies a far more 
ambitious freedom.  

The Alter Rebbe, Rabbi Schneur 
Zalman, Founder of Chabad – whose 
two hundredth Yarhtzeit anniversary 
we commemorate this year – explains 
that as human beings, creatures of this 
world, we become inescapably defined 
by the boundaries of self, self-definition 
and human condition.  True freedom is 
the incessant drive to “pass-over” these 
boundaries, to draw on the Divine, on 
the infinite, to tap into a freedom that 
is beyond the absence of servitude, 
beyond ourselves.

How so?  By doing G-dly things.  Yes, 
G-dly things.

G-d being the infinite, His desires, 
His Mitzvahs - commandments, 
contain infinite significance.  When 
we do a Mitzvah we are “doing” the 
infinite, the Divine.  

As physical beings, we cannot feel 
the depth of each of our Mitzvah 
acts – such as Tefilin, Shabbos candle 

lighting, etc. – nevertheless, they are 
still acts of infinity.  Like the simple act 
of turning on an electric switch without 
understanding or realizing the effect 
it may have on, say, an entire city. So 
while we ourselves are finite, by doing 
the Mitzvah we reach beyond ourselves 
and join the infinite.

The Exodus from Egypt was 
but the first step in the journey, 
which culminated in our receiving 
the Torah on the festival of Shavuot.  
–It was only then – standing at Sinai 
and receiving the Torah and Mitzvoth - 
that the true significance of the Exodus’ 
freedom came to light .

This is because man, no matter how 
free of external constraints, is a finite 
creature, ever subject to the limits of 
his own nature and character.  To attain 
true freedom we must transcend our 
humanity—our emotional, intellectual, 
even spiritual selves - and access the 
“G-dly”.

It is then that we attain true freedom. 
•  •  •

As the holiday of Passover nears, 
I’m drawn to a singular day preceding 
the Festival of Freedom - the 11th 
day of Nissan (this year, April 3rd), 
the Rebbe’s, Rabbi Menachem M. 
Schneerson, OBM, birthday 110 years 
ago.

Our sage’s statement “Hamaaseh hu 
hayikar” - action is the most important 
thing - was a constant in the Rebbe’s 
teachings and modus operandi. He 
continually taught us to reach beyond 
ourselves, beyond our inherent 
limitations, by doing that which is 
right, holy and G-dly.  

This Passover, let us all free ourselves 
by doing even more than anything we 
have accomplished until now.

Best wishes for a very happy and kosher 
Passover,

Rabbi Yisroel Shmotkin
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The Rebbe’s Message
Celebrate Your Freedom

As we celebrate Passover each year, we recall again 
that great event at the dawn of our history. Our 
people were liberated from Egyptian bondage in 
order to receive the Torah as free men and women.

Commenting on the verse, “And these days shall be 
remembered and done” (Esther 9:28), our Sages reach that 
as those days are remembered, they are spiritually reenacted. 
The Divine Benevolence that brought miracles in the past is 
reawakened by our act of recollection.

Passover is the “Festival of our Liberation.” It celebrates a 
historic event: the Exodus of the Jewish people from Egypt. 
However, our Sages teach us that in every generation, and on 
each and every day, we must see ourselves as though we have 
just been liberated from Egypt.

Freedom requires constant guarding. Each day, and every 
environment, carries its own equivalent of Egypt – a power 
to undermine the freedom of a Jew. Perhaps the biggest threat 
comes from within. The conviction that certain achievements 
are beyond us, the complacent belief that one was not born 
to reach the heights of spiritual life. To believe this is to limit 

oneself, to fall captive to an illusion.
Passover is thus an ongoing pro-

cess of self-liberation. The festival 
and its practices are symbols of a 
struggle that is constantly renewed 
within a Jew, to create the freedom 
in which to live out his or her spiri-
tual potential.

This is one of the reasons why we are enjoined to remember 
our liberation from Egypt in every generation and on every day. 
We must personally “go out from Egypt” every day, to escape 
the limits, temptations and obstructions that our physical 
existence places in the way of our spiritual life.

The manifestation of our liberation from Egypt is the 
liberation of our Divine soul from the constraints of its physical 
environment. And when it is achieved – with the help of G-d, 
who freed us from Egypt, and through a life of Torah and 
mizvot – a great spiritual anguish is ended. The inner conflict 
between what is physical and what is Divine in a Jew’s nature 
is transcended. Then we can enjoy real freedom, the sense of 
serenity and harmony, which is the prelude to freedom and 
peace in the world at large.

Adapted from a letter written by the Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem 
M. Schneerson, OBM, 11th of Nissan, 5713.

JOIN US FOR A
Passover Seder
That you will enjoy for a lifetime

Whether you are a Seder 
veteran with answers for 
all four questions, or a 
curious explorer with forty questions of your own, our 
Seder offers a stimulating & satisfying experience.
And the food is great!

April 5 & 6

THE SHUL-EAST • 3030 E Kenwood Blvd. - Milwaukee 
For more info call (414) 961-6100 x205 or  
moshe@chabadwi.org; info@chabadwi.org 

THE SHUL • 8825 N. Lake Drive - Milwaukee
For more information call (414) 228-8000

JEWISH REACH (in the Russian language)
3030 E. Kenwood - Milwaukee
(and other locations throughout the city)
For more information call (414) 213-8023

CHAbAd of MAdISon • 1722 Regent  - Madison 
For more info call Rabbi Yona Matusof, (608) 231-3450

CHAbAd of KEnoSHA • 6522 87th Ave. - Kenosha
For more information call (262) 359-0770 or 
rivkiew@jewishkenosha

CHAbAd AT UW – MAdISon 
223 W. Gilman,  Madison
For more information call (608) 257-1757

AgUdAS ACHIM CHAbAd
2233 West Mequon Rd - Mequon
For more information call (262) 242-2235

gRAfTon • For more information call (262) 242-2235

CHAbAd of THE bAy AREA
220 Bellevue Street - Green Bay, WI
For more information call 920-288-2252

CHAbAd AT UW - MILWAUKEE 
3445 N Summit Ave - Milwaukee
For more information call (414) 9 -3770
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 a brief
 history
Who are we? We have been around for a long 
time, but how did it all start? We were slaves. Were 
we born into it? How were we freed? How did we 
maintain our identity and nationhood?

It WaS oveR 3,800 YeaRS ago in Assyria 
(now Iraq), in a world infested with idol worship, where 
Abraham was born. 

A son of an idol merchant, from early childhood he 
questioned his society’s beliefs, and on his own, he came to 
realize the existence of one Creator, a Master of the universe. 
A profound scholar with an extraordinary spirit, he not 
only practiced his beliefs even while facing persecution, but 
reached out and taught monotheism to 
his fellow countrymen.  So did his wife 
Sarah.

Because of his absolute self-sacrifice 
in his service of G-d, he was promised 
that an eternal nation would blossom 
from his descendants. 

His son Isaac and his wife Rebecca 
followed in Abraham’s footsteps; so did 
Isaac’s son, Jacob and his wives Rachel 
and Leah, maintaining their beliefs 
and practices in a hostile and barbaric 
society.

Jacob, who is also called Israel, 
fathered twelve sons and a daughter. 
From them the Jewish people have 
descended. Hence, the names “Children 
of Israel” or “Israelites”. 

Jacob and his family endured great trials and tribulations, 
which eventually brought them to Egypt. Keeping their 
distinct identity, they were eventually enslaved and forced 
into hard labor of bricks and mortar.  

For eighty-six years, without a single day of rest, they 
were engaged in building Egyptian pyramids, monuments 
and cities while being subjected to constant beatings and all 
kinds of harsh treatment. 

They became conditioned into a life of slavery.  The 
concept of freedom simply did not exist.

It was at their darkest moment that Moses, a descendant 
of Jacob’s third son, Levy, who himself grew up in Pharaoh’s 
home miraculously came to the rescue.

A great soul, an individual of immense intellect and noble 
character, G-d revealed Himself to Moses, charging him 
with the task of attaining the Jewish people’s freedom.

As Pharaoh refused to listen to Moses to free the Jewish 
people - and even tightened his harsh rule - Moses, on G-d’s 
behalf, warned him of grave punishments.  And so it was. 
For a full year, one after another, G-d inflicted upon the 
Egyptian people ten catastrophic plagues until they were 
forced to free their workforce, their slaves of generations.

In a country where not an individual could escape, a 
few million people left in great triumph, as their powerless 
oppressors were forced to watch them leave their country 
for good.

It was the first time in the history of mankind, that 
an entire nation became free – a 
breakthrough that endowed the world 
the ideal of freedom.

At that moment the Jewish nation 
was born.

It is our nationhood and freedom that 
we celebrate in Passover.  

The story goes on. Seven weeks after 
leaving Egypt, G-d Gave us the Torah, 
and the Jewish people began their 
journey until today.

For more on the above very brief history, 
the story of the Jewish people since, how 
we arrived in Israel, being exiled and 
surviving until today as the same people, 
visit www.chabadwi.org/376572 or call 
(414) 961-6100 for a class in Jewish 
history, practice and philosophy.

Abraham Leaving Ur

the BIrth of the 
JewIsh PeoPle and the 
redemPtIon from egyPt
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freedom, 
fAIth, and 
nAtIonhood
“Has such a great thing ever been?” 
proclaimed Moses forty years later, “Or 
has the like of it ever been heard? ...  Has 
G-d ever endeavored to come and take for 
Himself a nation from the womb of a nation, 
amidst trials, signs, wonders and battles … 
as G-d has done for you in Egypt before your 
eyes?” (Deuteronomy 4:32-34)

A nation from the womb of a nation.  
On the 15th day of Nissan in the year 2448 
from creation (1313 BCE), a new entity, 
the People of Israel, was born, delivered 
by G-d “from slavery into freedom, from 

darkness into a great light, from bondage 
into redemption.”  Seven days later, 

our rescue from Egypt was complete 
when the sea split to allow us passage 
and drowned Pharaoh’s armies in its 
waters.

The eight-day festival of Passover, 
which straddles these two events, is 
our annual appointment in time to 
access the freedom of the Exodus, 
the faith that made it possible, and 

the nationhood we thereby gained.

What is freedom and how is it 
achieved? What is “faith” and how 
does it contrast/complement the 
rational and experiential aspects of 
our lives?  What makes a “people,” 
and why should we need and/or 
desire to belong to one?

How do the various Passover 
observances – the Passover 
offering, the prohibition against 
chometz (leaven), the three 
matzahs and the four cups of 
wine, etc. – access and facilitate 
our faith, freedom and identity as 
individual Jews and members of the 
community of Israel?

These are the issues explored 
in this Passover guide.  We have 
attempted to translate these laws 
and customs into “today’s language.”  
We trust you will find it to be as 
informative as it is enjoyable.  

You will also find the practical 
how, what, and why of Pesach 
celebration; how to conduct a 
Seder; insights into the meanings 
and significance of the numerous 
details and practices thereof; how 
to prepare as Pesach approaches; 
and what to do once the holiday 
has arrived. 

We wish you a very happy and 
kosher Passover.
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 The 
Seder

 

On the first two nights of Passover we 

conduct a Seder. We affirm our desire 

to elevate this night above all that is 

mundane. With it we declare to ourselves and all who 

are present, that this is “the season of our freedom.”

The entire Seder, beginning with the Seder Plate, pro-

vides us with tools to achieve personal transcendence; 

to experience emotional and spiritual freedom.

The Seder PlaTe and iTS 
ingredienTS
Seder in Hebrew means order. Everything we do tonight has 
a distinct and important order. 

The first thing we do is construct a Seder 
Plate. The plate consists of ten items. 
On top of a large plate, tray or cloth, 
place three whole matzos. On a cloth 
spread over the matzos, six food items 
are placed. The ze’roa, a roasted shank 
bone or chicken neck, is placed on the 
top right. Opposite the ze’roa on the 
left, the beitzah, a cooked egg, is placed. 
Beneath them, in the middle, is the maror, 
a bitter herb. Beneath the ze’roah, on the right is 
the charoset, a mixture of ground or finely chopped fruits, 
nuts, and a drop of wine. On the opposite left, below the 
egg, is the karpas, a vegetable, such as an onion or cooked 
potato. Under the maror is the chazeret, salad, bitter herbs 
(or Romaine lettuce). 

Thus, the final Seder Plate is comprised of three matzos, lying 
one on top of the other, which cradle the six food items that 
form two triangles. All together there are nine items and the 
ke’ara, the plate underneath completes the number ten. 

Thus, the final Seder Plate is comprised of three matzos, lying 
one on top of the other, which cradle the six food items that 
form two triangles. All together there are nine items and the 
ke’ara, the plate underneath completes the number ten. 

Body & Soul
Each of these items represents a historical event and has its 
practical application, its body. It also has its soul, its mean-
ing, and its relevance in our journey of freedom. 

Soul Generally the ten elements of the Seder plate 
reflect the structure of human consciousness, which is 
comprised of ten dimensions, the “spiritual DNA” of all 
existence and of man. 
The ten items represent the ten sefirot, or “G-d’s tools,” 
with which He created the world and through which He 
channels His blessings and assists us to free ourselves 
from our limitations on the way to personal freedom.

Matzos
The matzos are the centerpiece of Passover, reminiscent 
of the unleavened food that the Jewish people ate as they 
escaped Egypt. 

Food of Faith
Matzah is called the “food of faith.” We left Egypt in such 
haste that there was no time to wait for the dough to rise, so 
we ate matzah, unleavened bread. With only this unleavened 

food, our ancestors departed into the barren desert, 
relying on the Al-mighty to provide suste-

nance for our entire nation, several million 
people – men, women and children. 
Each year we relive this event. 

The Matzah itself resembles the sim-
plicity of that faith. It is humble, stay-

ing low and simple, without the enrich-
ment of yeast, oil or sweeteners – nothing 

but plain water and flour. Similarly, the 
basis of a Jew’s connection to G-d is a simple, 

selfless bond, beyond any personal benefits, reasons or 
conditions.

Soul The key to freedom is humility, which allows us to 
take it easy, to free ourselves from being manipulated by 
subjective emotions.

The three Matzos represent three categories within the Jewish 
people. Each Matzah represents a different group: Cohen, 
Levi, Israel. They represent our forefathers Abraham, Isaac 
and Jacob, as well as commemorating the double measure of 
fine flour which Abraham told Sarah to bake into matzahs, 
when the three angels visited them. 

As the Seder continues, the middle matzah will be broken 
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into two halves. This 
will still leave us with 

two whole matzahs, just 
as we have two loaves of 

challah on all Sabbaths and 
Festivals. 

Body Wait, wait you will get to 
eat these wonderful matzos a little later. 

to savor the taste and dig the meaning of these ancient 
foods, you must first prepare and also taste other goodies.

Zeroah (Shankbone)
The Zeroah – a shankbone or chicken neck – com-
memorates the pascal lamb our ancestors were 
commanded to eat on the eve of the exodus from 
Egypt, and later on brought to the Temple as the 
Passover offering and was roasted and eaten as 
part of the Seder night meal. 

Soul Remembering our roots and who we 
are and where we belong helps us in our deter-
mination to free ourselves.

Body Unlike the other items the Zeroah is not eaten. 
It remains on the Seder plate until the end of the Seder.

Beitzah 
(Hard-boiled Egg)
The hard-boiled egg represents 
the festival offering (chaagigah) 
in the days of the holy Temple, 
which was also eaten on the 
Seder night. 

Why an egg today? Because it represents the festival offer-
ing, but the real thing is yet to come. An egg is a symbol 
of mourning. Mourners eat hard-boiled eggs at their first 
meal after a funeral to show that life is a cycle. Even on this 
happy festival of Passover, we remember that our Temple is 
in ruins. 

In a way, the egg also represents the Jewish people: The more 
we are in hot water, the tougher we become.

Soul Not conforming to the status quo and taking a 
tough stand is characteristic of freedom.

Body the egg will be eaten at the beginning of the meal 
(See page 21). 

Maror (Bitter Herb)
Bitter herbs – Horseradish, Lettuce, 
Endives, or a mixture of them – 
remind us of the bitterness and harsh-
ness of the slavery, which the Jewish 
people endured in ancient Egypt.

Soul The lettuce, as a bitter herb, 
teaches us a lesson about bondage and 
freedom. The leaves in a young fresh lettuce are sweet.  
Nonetheless, the lettuce grows from a green-white 
stalk, which is bitter.  The crisp, sweet leaves represent 
freedom and the bitter stalk represents slavery. True free-
dom is attained only by overcoming challenges.

Body the Maror will be used later during the Seder, 
before the beginning of the meal (See page 20).

Charoses 
(Chopped Nuts and Fruit with Wine)
The color of the Charoses is like that of the mortar we 
used to make the bricks and clay when we were enslaved to 
Pharaoh in Egypt.  Charoset is a mixture of fruits and nuts.  
The fruits used in the mixture – apples, pears and dates – are 
symbols of the Jewish people, who are affectionately referred 
to in the Bible by these names.

Soul The greater the challenge, the sweeter the 
freedom.

Body the Charoses is used as a dip for the Maror and 
Chazeres (See page 20).

Karpas (Vegetables)

Body onion, parsley or cooked potato 
will be used later in the Seder as an 
appetizer.

Soul The symbolism and significance 
of Karpas in the journey of freedom is 
explained on page 11.

Chazeres (Romaine Lettuce)
Horseradish, Lettuce, Endives or a mixture of them is used. 

Body the Chazeres is used in the Korech sandwich.  
(See page 21).

Continued on page 8
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four Cups of Wine
During the course of the evening we will be treated to four 
cups of wine.  The four cups represent the four expressions 
of “deliverance” or “freedom” mentioned in the Torah in con-
nection with our liberation from Egypt:  They express four 
stages of freedom experienced at the redemption.

The First Cup - physical remove from the land of Egypt -”I 
will release you”; The Second Cup - liberation from intellec-
tual and spiritual slavery - “I will save you”; The Third Cup 
- creation of a people forever immune to permanent slavery 
- “I will liberate you”; The Fourth Cup - G-d’s acceptance of 
Israel as His chosen people and the granting of the Torah at 
Sinai - “I will take you unto me as a nation”.

The four cups are reminiscent of  the four great meris the 
children of Israel had even while in Egyptian exile: they 
kept their Hebrew names, they kept their Hebrew language, 
they remained highly moral, and they remained loyal to one 
another. 

The four cups of wine represent our matriarchs, Sarah, 
Rebecca, Leah and Rachel.  

Wine is used as a symbol of joy when welcoming the Festival, 
the Season of our Freedom.

Seder CHeCKLIST
❒ Kosher for Passover wine

❒ Special Shmurah matzah

❒ Kosher for Passover matzah

❒ Shankbone or chicken neck

❒ Hardboiled egg

❒ Salt water
❒ Horseradish or lettuce

❒ Apple and nuts and make charoses

❒ Onion or cooked potato

❒ Haggadah
❒ Kiddush Cup
❒ ritual washing cup 

Pre-PASSOver  CHeCKLIST
❒ Kosher for Passover food & supplies
❒ Storing Chometz (see page 26)
❒  Sell Chometz (Please see page 26 for instruc-

tions and p.47 for a certificate of sale of 
Chometz)

❒ B’dikas (search for) Chometz set 
❒ Candles for festival lighting

To obtain any of these or any  other Passover needs go to
www.chabadwi.org and visit
our store today.

Gold & Silver
Bought and Sold

We are highly competitive buyers of precious 
metals, coin collections, and jewelry. Contact us 
with confidence whether your collection is large or 
small. We also sell a wide range of precious metals, 
so call today for our latest quotes.

Web: www.paragoncoins.com • e-mail: ak@paragoncoins.com

1425 W. Mequon Road, Ste E
M-F 9-5

In
Harris Bank
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The Soulful Seder
The 15 Steps of the

Body & Soul Partnership Seder

The Hebrew word for Egypt, “Mitzrayim,” is 

rooted in the word “meitzar,” meaning boundaries, 

limits, restrictions. Egypt represents constraints and 

confinements:  psychological, emotional and 

spiritual.  Anything, from within or from without 

that inhibits our free expression is a form of 

mitzrayim.

Freedom is the most important element in life:  
The ability to free ourselves from our confines and 

get out of the rut.  What better time to reaffirm 

G-d’s promise to Abraham that we will be freed 

from Mitzrayim?  This promise was true for the first 

Exodus from Egypt and is true today, for in “Each 

generation one must envision himself as if he just 

left Mitzrayim.”

The Seder provides us with the keys to open the 

doors of freedom.  “Passover Seder” is an oxymoron:  

The word Pesach (Passover) means to leap, to 

bypass the normal order; whereas, Seder 

means order and organization!  The 

Seder is an order that allows us to 

transcend order.  Like music:  By playing 

the defined musical scale, we can create 

infinite musical combinations and songs.

The fifteen Seder steps represent 
fifteen keys to open doors 

freeing us from our 

confinements.

1. Kadesh
Separate/Sanctify; Make this night different

Body
It’s been a busy week, or a busy year. The first step tonight 
is to forget the noise and leave it behind. Tonight we enter a 
timeless space, where we experience the Seder together with 
our great-grandparents, and Moses. We begin by welcoming 
the festival with a “toast” to the Al-mighty with a full cup of 
red wine. A cup filled with generations of rejoicing and tears 
and celebration and wisdom.

We affirm our desire to elevate this night above all that is 
mundane.  With it we declare to ourselves and all that are 
present that this is “the season of our freedom”.

Fill a cup with wine (or grape juice). that’s cup #1.
You can have someone else fill your cup. Then return the 
favor. This way, we are all like nobility, whose cups are 
filled by someone else. Make sure your cup holds at least 
86 mil. (a little more than three ounces).
everyone stands and says Kiddush or listens to the 
seder leader.
The rest of the year, one person says Kiddush and 
everyone takes a sip. Tonight, each man, woman and 
child drinks their own full cup. Get ready for some 
serious relaxing. (Please note: as this year the first days 
of the festival occur on Shabbos and Sunday, consult your 
Haggadah for the additions to the regular text of the festival 
Kiddush.)
Recline on a cushion to your left side, and drink.
Remember the ancient times, when we used to recline on 
our couches while sampling grapes? That’s what we are 
dramatizing by reclining now. We are not just free; we 
are our own masters.

1

2

3
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2. Urchatz
Wash your hands; Purify

Body
Fill a cup with water
Many Jewish homes have a special two-
handled cup designed for this. You could 
leave the table to go to the kitchen or you could bring a 
basin and towel to the table.
(What? We just sat down and now we have to get up and 
leave already? Well, that’s a fairly standard Jewish migration 
pattern.)
Pour the water over your right hand three times, then 
over your left hand three times.
Tonight we do like the Kohanim (Temple staff/priests) 
who washed before eating the trumah tithing especially 
designated for them.
Dry your hands.
The rest of the year we say a blessing after washing our 
hands, but not now. When we wash the second time 
before eating the matzo, we’ll say it then.

Soul
Hands are instruments that allow the mind to interact with 
the environment. Our hands reflect our mental state and 
act according to our emotions: love, fear, compassion, the 
urge to win, to be appreciated, to express ourselves, to 
dominate. 

But too often the aspects of our 
psyche sit compartmentalized, 
detached from one another. The 
mind sees one way, the heart feels 
another, and our interface with the 
world is disoriented.

Water symbolizes wisdom. Flowing 
downward from on-high, everything 
in its stream is affected by its pure 
and simple essence. We pour water 

over our hands so that our heart and emotions may be 
touched by wisdom, and from there shape our interaction 
with the world.

A wise rabbi asked, “Wouldn’t it make more sense to wash 
first and then say Kiddush? To first purify, so you can then 
sanctify yourself?”

Then he answered, ”You need first to get out of the pit, and 
then clean up your act. That’s why G-d first took us out of 
Egypt and only then had us purify ourselves for 49 days in 
the wilderness to prepare us for the revelations at Mount 
Sinai.”

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
Just react. Let your instinct be your guide.

Freedom Mentality
Count to ten. Let your mind and heart talk things over with one 
another.

Soul
Every journey begins with a separation. You’ve got to leave 
somewhere to get somewhere else. In this way, separation 
is the first step towards freedom. By ignoring the negative 
voice of Pharaoh’s mockery that says, “Who are you to 
begin such a journey?” we’re ready to leave Egypt behind. 

Separation is the first meaning of the word “kadesh”—to 
transcend the mundane world. Once you’ve set yourself 
free from those things that hold you down,you can achieve 
the second meaning of “kadesh”—to return and sanctify 
it. Spiritual freedom is achieved through sanctifying the 
material world, using its elements as physical expressions 
of a higher purpose. 

The first two steps of the Seder, Kadesh (separate/
sanctify) and Urchatz (purify), describe what we set out to 
accomplish through this night: to rise above the restraints 
of our world in order to elevate it.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
Look, I’m a down-to-earth kind of person. I’m trying to manage 
real life. I can’t get into this spirituality stuff. Let’s just get to the 
matzo.

Freedom Mentality
I can master my world by staying above it. I come to the Seder 
to get that strength. 

1

2

3
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3. Karpas
Eat the vegetable; A taste of humility

Body
take a small piece of some 
vegetable (potato, onion, parsley).
The rest of the year, we would be 
getting to the meal now. But we’re 
doing things differently tonight, 
principally to spark questions from the 
small children. If they ask, “Hey mom and dad! Aren’t 
we supposed to eat real food now? Why the funny green 
stuff?”—you know you’re doing things right.

How do you answer them? “We are doing this so that 
you will ask questions.” And if they say, “Well, so what’s 
the answer?” “You can’t learn if you don’t ask. And 
the first thing to learn is that not all questions have 
immediate answers.” 

This is one of the most distinctive elements of Jewish 
education: more than teaching our children how to 
answer, we teach them how to ask—and how to be 
patient in their search for answers.

Dip it into saltwater.
These are our tears, and the tears of all our people 
beginning with the tears of our labor in Egypt.

If you know some Hebrew, look at the word Karpas 
and read it backwards. Samach PeReKh. That refers to 
the backbreaking labor (PeReKh) of the 600,000 Jewish 
slaves (Samach=60 x 10,000).
Say the blessing that is said over the vegetable, and 
munch it down.
Munch good. You’re not going to get much more for  
a while.

Soul
We need to re-taste the back-breaking labor of Egypt to 
liberate ourselves from it once again.  It was this labor that 
prepared us for freedom.  It was this labor that gave us a 
humble spirit to accept wisdom.  

Today, as well, you can choose to achieve this humble 
spirit by enduring the battle to survive the rat race.  There 
will be plenty of futile, hamster-wheel tasks to bring you 
to your knees.

Or you could choose another path: achieving true humility 
with the realization of just how small we earthly creatures 
are.  That will free you from the need to experience 
materialistic futility.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
I owe, I owe, so off to work I go.

Freedom Mentality
Through my work I appreciate the higher things of life.

1

2

3
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A NighT oF QUeSTioNS…

The Tale of 
the Four in 
One Son

A great scientist was once asked why he 
became a scientist.  He replied, “My mother 
made me a scientist without even knowing 
it.  Every other child would come home from 

school and be asked, ‘what did you learn today?’  But my 
mother used to ask a different question.  She always used 
to say, ‘did you ask a good question today?’  That made 
the difference.”

The Seder plate is often perceived 
as the center of attraction during 
the Passover eve celebration.

Correction: The children are the 
focus of our attention.

The name of the feast’s script – 
the Haggadah – means “to tell” or 
instruct the children. Indeed the 
Seder is more a forum for education 
than merely one of commemoration.

On this night the main characters are 
curious children with questions, not 
sagacious men with answers. It’s the 
Four Sons that are at the center right 
there along with our ancestors who 
came out of Egypt.

More Than Four Questions
I’ve personally never observed the Seder from the outside, 
as a newcomer.  But if I had, I would have had more than 
four questions to ask, lots more.

An intriguing pattern makes its silent way through the 
program.

It starts on the afternoon preceding the Seder, a time 
of feverish preparations. Yet, despite the rush-hour 
mania, according to the Code of Jewish Law, setting 
the table to perfection (minus the Seder plate) is of 
paramount importance.  This ensures the Seder’s prompt 
commencement, so that that even young children will be 
present, alert and actively participating.

Then, after securing the attendance of our “guests of 
honor”, we lavish our attention on them. Before the Seder 
even begins, to the incredulity of all the children, almonds 
and nuts (considered treats in ancient times) are handed 
out -- a total break with normal pre-dinner protocol!

This breach of protocol enables them to grasp the idea of 
liberation, of freedom.

In the privacy of their own thoughts, the children are 
now likely wondering: Why is this night different than all 
others? If so, these goodies have achieved their intended 
purpose: to jumpstart the young minds and unleash their 
imaginations.

Moving right along, past the Kiddush ceremony which 
is extended on this night to include children (on grape-
juice, of course), we approach the karpas ceremony: 
dipping a vegetable in saltwater. “What’s the religious 
significance in this?” the kids must be wondering.

If indeed they are, our mission is accomplished. The minds 
of our young are fully engaged.

Fast forward to the recitation of the Haggadah, 
and our fight for tomorrow’s minds 

continues. We uncover the matzahs in 
the Seder plate and start telling 

their story—only to push the 
plate aside, immediately 
upon concluding the first 
paragraph (the Hey Lachma 
Anya). “Why collect the 
plates before we’re done 
– or have even begun – 
eating?” the minors are 
bound to ask.

If they do, we still have 
them by the brains.

It’s at this point, after we’ve 
carefully orchestrated and cultivated a spirit of inquisitive-
ness in the juniors,  that their questions are given voice, 
and the Mah Nishtanah blitz begins.

At any other time, a kid annoying us with “Why?” is looking 
for trouble.  However, on this night, why-chanting elicits 
proud smiles from kvelling parents.

Now, here’s my question: We’ve successfully generated 
questions, but what about the answers?  Do you happen 
to know the answer to the question of “Why do we dip the 
karpas in saltwater?”

“We dip the vegetable in saltwater and eat it in order 
to spark the curiosity of the children. After all, this isn’t 
something any of us do during the rest of the year.”
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In other words, this ritual, as well as some of the others 
mentioned earlier, was established in order to capture 
their imagination in order to transmit vital information to 
the next generation.

Tonight’s unique learning experience is punctuated with 
question marks, rather than periods.

Holy Q’s!
In addition to celebrating the freedom to ask, (in itself 
one of Judaism’s revolutionary contributions to religion), 
on this night we focus on the importance of inquiry.  
In Judaism, not only are questions tolerated, they are 
encouraged and celebrated.

The Journey of the Four Sons
A wise man once said that our generation seeks 
knowledge, not understanding. “Why” takes backseat to 
“what” and “how.”

Children are naturally creative and curious. Studies show 
that children’s brains are more active than the brains of 
adults. A three-year-old’s brain is twice as active as an 
adult’s.

As they get older, however, they are taught, by word and 
example, to do less asking and more accepting, to think 
like others, not on their own.

Instead of celebrating our children’s inquisitiveness we 
get annoyed by it. And then they grow up to do the same.

Which gets me thinking…

Perhaps the Four Sons we pay tribute to at the Seder are 
not four separate children, but one child who embodies 
all four.  The Haggadah describes not four different minds, 
but the complex four-part journey of one.

THE WISE SON
It tells the story of a child who embarks on life’s journey full 
of innocence, marvel, and mystery, and whose questions 
are born from a place of purity and genuineness.

But if chided or ignored, this child, dubbed the “wise one,” 
sadly morphs into the “wicked one.”

THE WICKED SON
He too asks, but his questions are cynical, rebellious, 
and even scornful.  He isn’t interested in knowing, but in 
challenging.  He is in pain and is therefore out to cause 
pain.  But at least he is still part of the conversation.  If 
ignored, he will turn into the “simple son”.

THE SIMPLE SON
His hurt will turn into apathy; he simply couldn’t care less. 
This once bright and lively child has been reduced to 
dullness, seen by the world as a “simple one.”

THE NO QUESTION SON
And then comes the greatest tragedy of all; his transition 
into a child “that doesn’t even know how to ask.”  As it 
turns out this passage from the Haggadah can be read 
as a forecast, more than a cast of four, whose point is to 
instruct parents more than children; parents with no time 
and patience for curiosities.  After all, who has time to be 
curious?

Passover or Pesach
Instead of “passing over” our children’s (un-adult-erated) 
desire to know, the holiday of Pesach (Passover), formed 
from the words “peh” (mouth) and “sach” (speaks), teaches 
us to encourage and assist our children in expressing their 
wonder.

From Chabad.org

Christina’s
Carpet Care

Pesach Specials
Call Early

(414) 281-4491
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4. Yachatz
Break the Matzo; The poor man’s bread

Body
Remove the middle matzo.
We need the top matzo to remain whole because we’ll 
make a blessing on it later on. (Blessings are best said on 
whole things.)
Break it in two different-sized pieces. Put the smaller 
piece back between the two complete matzos.
The piece you put back is the “poor man’s bread”over 
which the tale of our slavery is recounted. Poor people’s 
bread is, intrinsically, never whole.
     Break the remaining (larger) piece into five pieces 

and wrap them in a cloth. Hide the 
package until the end of the 

Seder when it will be eaten 
as the afikoman, or dessert.
In many houses, the children 
hide the Afikoman and the 
adults have to find it at the 
end of the meal. In others, 
the adults hide it and the 

children find it. Either way, 
it keeps the kids awake and in 

suspense until the end of the Seder.

Many Sephardic Jews follow the tradition of tying the 
Afikoman under the arms of the children, who carry it 
like that all night, just like when we left Egypt.

Soul
Why is so much broken in this world? Why did the Creator 
make a world where hearts break, lives shatter, beauty 
crumbles?

Because a whole vessel can only contain its measure, 
while a broken one can hold the Infinite. Matzo is called 
the poor man’s bread. He is low and broken. And it is this 
brokenness that allows him to open his soul and escape 
his Egypt. 

As long as we feel whole, there is no room left for us to 
grow. When we realize that we are just a fragment —that 
we need the others around us, that so much of ourselves 
is missing —then miracles can begin.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
I know who I am. Look what I have achieved.

Freedom Mentality
There is much that I am lacking. I have only started to grow.

1

2

5. Maggid
Tell the Story; Experience Exodus
This is it, folks. This is why it’s called a Haggadah. Now 
we get to the meat and potatoes your soul is longing 
for. (As for the other meat and potatoes, you can 
probably smell them simmering in the kitchen. Hold on, 
we‘ll get there soon.)

Body
Fill your cup with wine (or 
grape juice). that’s cup #2
There are “four sons” at the 
Seder table, as described in 
the Haggadah. The second 
cup corresponds to the second 
child—the “wicked” child. 
This is the cup the story is told 
over. The “wicked” child is one 

who needs this story the most, and one who can really 
appreciate it.
Children ask the Four Questions.
Of course, they can always ask more. No children at 
your Seder? Let an adult ask. There’s just you? You be 
the child, and G-d will be the Father. While you’re at it, 
ask Him a few other difficult questions for us all.

Continue recounting the 
Passover story, as written in 
your Haggadah.

Hey, you’re not limited to the 
Haggadah! That was written so that 
everybody would have something 
to say. But now is the chance to get 
creative. Tell every story you know 
about the Exodus. Examine every 
word of the Haggadah and get into 
its deeper meaning. Keep it real — 
make it profound.

#5 Maggid continued on page 12

1

2

3

3
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The Contemporary 
Real haggadah 

Q U E S T I o n :
So it’s Pesach again. Another Seder night where we meet up with 
distant relatives we almost forgot about, to tell a story that we aren’t 
allowed to forget about. Is it really necessary more than 3000 years on 
to still commemorate our ancestors’ freedom from slavery in egypt? 
Can’t we move on to more pressing and contemporary issues?

A n S W E R :
my friend, you are reading the wrong haggada. The Seder is not just 
a memorial to events of the distant past - it is a dynamic process of 
freedom from the challenges of the present.

We are slaves. Slaves to our own inhibitions, fears, habits, cynicism 
and prejudices. These self-appointed pharaohs are layers of ego that 
prevent us from expressing our true inner self, from reaching our 
spiritual potential. our souls are incarcerated in selfishness, laziness and 
indifference.

Pesach means “Passover.” It is the season of liberation, when we pass 
over all these obstacles to inner freedom. on Pesach, we give our souls 
a chance to be expressed.

Reread the haggada. every time it says “egypt” read “limitations.” 
Replace the word “Pharaoh” with “ego.” And read it in the present tense:

“We were slaves to Pharaoh in egypt” = “We are slaves to our egos, 
stuck in our limitations.”

how do we free ourselves? By eating matza. After eating matza, the 
Israelites were able to run out of egypt and follow g-d into the desert. 
Because matza represents the suspension of ego. unlike bread, which 
has body and taste, matza is flat and tasteless - the bread of surrender.

usually, we are scared to suspend our egos, because we think that we 
will lose ourselves. on Pesach we eat the matza, we suspend our egos 
and find ourselves - our true selves.

This night is different from all other nights, because on this night we let 
ourselves go, we liberate our souls to follow g-d unashamed. We say, 
“I may not understand what this means, but I have a Jewish soul, and 
somehow that is the deepest layer of my identity.”

That soul is the innocent child within us is waiting to be free. This 
Pesach, let’s allow that child to sing:

ma Nishtana halayla hazeh...

From Chabad.org, by Aron Moss

Basic rules of telling the story:
• Get the children involved.

•  Start with Abraham and Sara and work your way 
through the Egyptian scene until we receive the Torah 
at Mount Sinai. 

•  Tell it in the first person, in the now. Instead of, “Long 
ago, the ancient Hebrews…” say, “When we were slaves 
in Egypt,the perverse system crushed our sense of self.” 
Everything that happened in Egypt parallels something 
in each of our lives. We are truly living it now. We are 
simply examining our own lives in the dress of ancient 
Egypt.

•  It’s all about miracles. Moses and his signs and wonders. 
The Ten Plagues. The Splitting of the Sea. These 
miracles happened so that we would look at the events of 
our lives and recognize that they, too, are miracles.

•  Tell it like it is. We are a people born of miracles, who 
endured this long by abrogating natural law. The very 
fact that we are here now telling this same story to our 
children in an unbroken chain of 3,324 years is beyond 
human comprehension.

•  Offer a few words of praise to G-d. 
After telling the story of the Exodus 
say the formal blessings (see Haggadah) 
before drinking the second cup.

 We drink the second cup of wine at 
the end of this step.

Soul
The Exodus is not simply an event that happened to us. It 
is an event that we became. It is who we are. It is the life of 
each one of us, occurring again and again, in our wrestling 
match with the world, in our struggle with our own selves. 
We embody freedom in a constant mode of escape. 

Perhaps that is why Jews have always been the rebels 
of society. The experience of leaving Egypt left such an 
indelible mark on our souls that we never stop doing it. 
A Jew who stops leaving Egypt ceases to allow his soul to 
breathe.

To tell the story is to bring our essential self into the open, 
and to come face to face with who we really are and 
resuscitate it back to life.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
I’m free already. I live in a land of freedom. Who needs more 
freedom than that?

Freedom Mentality
My body is free because my soul is free.

4
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handling 
The WiCKed 
SOn… The Rebel
(Shall you blunt his teeth?)

i 
have always had a covert attraction to the “Wicked Child” of the Seder. 
maybe it was the totally-out-of-place pictures smack at the beginning 
of the Passover haggadah. here we were celebrating the exodus from 
egypt, and there’s a picture of some ruffian (always with a cigarette) 

teasing our imagination. It seemed so out of place. It made a profound impact 
on my young mind. Perhaps that’s why I became a rabbi. After all, I didn’t want to 
turn out like that wicked son. on the other hand, part of me definitely did; after 
all, he was so cool looking.

After years of study and concealed longing, I found that I was not alone in my 
“Wicked” appreciation. The four children of the haggadah are 
actually taken straight out of the Bible. There are four different 
dialogues (okay, one is really a monologue) in four different 
places of how to respond to our children. And here is the amaz-
ing thing, in the Passover haggadah we start with the Wise Son. 
But if we take a look in the Torah, the very first son who is given 
attention is the Wicked Son!

And it shall come to pass when you come to the land which 
gd will give you, according to his promise, that you shall keep 
this service of observing Passover. And it shall come to pass, 
when your children shall say to you, “What the heck are you 
guys doing?” —exodus 12:25-26 (paraphrased)

This refers to the wicked son. —Rashi

The entire family is together doing one thing; in walks this child and rejects 
whatever it is that is going on. Sounds to me like the archetypical teenager. (If 
you are a teenager, I mean no offense. Since you are reading this article, you are 
atypical.)

Why does the Torah start with this child? of all of the possible types of responses 
that our children may have through the generations, this is the first one? And 
even before we leave egypt, gd is telling us that in the future, your kids will give 
you lip. I guess it is full disclosure.

Let us take a look at our archetypical teenager. S/he is at a remarkable stage in 
life of seeking self-definition. In order to adequately experience this stage s/he 
does not want to be part of the norms of general society. This may manifest itself 
in many shapes and forms. But the common denominator is that they are now, 
in some way, apart from the world of their childhood years. And if you don’t go 
through this stage, well then, you are still a kid.

If we peel away the external layers of the teenage-hood we will find some re-
markable values to emulate.

Teens know that the life that they have experienced thus far is no longer their 
reality. They realize that a new identity must be forged. And to achieve this, they 
may need to call into question the very foundation of life as they have known 
it until now.

So this child comes and says: “g-d took you out of egypt. Whatever was sacred 
to the egyptians (sheep were their idols) became dinner to you. As you became 
defined as a nation, as your identity developed, you rejected everything around 
you to experience something new and sublime.

“And now you are all getting together to celebrate this event. Are you still lifting 
yourselves up beyond your surroundings? or have you settled into mediocrity? 
have you now created new “norms” to box you in? I thought the whole idea of 
Passover was redemption and change. All I see is matzah balls and roast beef.”

Peel the layers of the “wicked” child and the question is quite chilling. It is 
not a condemnation of what we are doing. It is a condemnation of what we 
are not doing. This unique child is asking us if our Passover is real.

“Look at me,” s/he says, “Do you see what I am about? I am 
about change! however life has been until now will not do. 
my life is at a point of departure.  A redemption, as it were.  
I may need to wear different clothes, talk funny and be less 
accessible in order to facilitate my change.

“But what about you? You have all the rules printed up, all 
the recipes followed (and thank you, that kugel really was 
tasty), and songs sung with proper cadence and melody – 
but no soul. I don’t see anyone changing. I don’t see anyone 
experiencing redemption.

“What the heck are you guys doing?”

The haggadah responds “So too, shall you blunt his teeth.”

This is an idiom that means you respond in such a way as to remove the edge of 
his argument. however, there could be a much more profound way of looking at 
what this response means.

A story is told of a man who is traveling in a subway with his two sons. The sons 
are running all over the place bothering the people on the subway. Someone 
finally gets irritated enough to ask the father why he doesn’t do something to 
control his kids. The father replies, “We just got back from the hospital where 
their mother died. I don’t know how to handle it and I guess they don’t either.”

You can see the paradigm shift. Suddenly you see everything differently. They 
are the same kids yelling and screaming in the subway, but you look at them 
and understand them in a different way. Perhaps, this could be a deeper way 
of “blunting his teeth.” We can remove the edge of his point by reaching deeper 
within ourselves to find the real meaning of what we are doing. And with this 
new-gained consciousness, the entire conversation shifts to one of growth and 
redemption.
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6. Rochtzo
Wash your hands; Purify again

Body
Fill a cup with water.
Again? Yes, again. It’s been a long time since 
the last washing. (Who knows what those 
hands may have touched? Anyway, it’s good to get up and 
stretch a little.)
Pour the water over your right hand three times, then 
over your left hand three times.
Say the blessing: “Blessed…concerning the washing of 
the hands.”
Dry your hands.

Soul
As long as we live in this world, 
freedom remains elusive. While 
moving forward, we are free. Stop, 
and we are bound and fettered 
again. 

That is why freedom is something 
that you cannot buy or steal. Never 
can you put freedom in your purse 
and say, “Freedom is mine forever!” 

Spiritual freedom is like a marriage between our finite 
selves and the Infinite, providing the power to transcend 
the material world while working inside of it. It is a mar-
riage of heaven and earth, spirit and matter, soul and body. 
And like any marriage, it is kept alive through constant 
renewal. Our release from slavery was only the first step of 
our Exodus. 

Yet, in our exodus, we were granted eternal freedom. Not 
because we were released from slavery, but because we 
were given the power to perpetually transcend.

That’s the order of the Seder tonight: Kadesh, Urchatz, 
Transcend and Purify. Over and over. Rise higher, then draw 
that into deeds. Rise higher again, draw even more. Never 
stop rising. Never stop applying.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
Passover? Been there, done that.

Freedom Mentality
Each year at the Seder, I discover new things that I just never 
saw before.

1

2

3

Here is the meaning of the 
blessing we say, step by step:

Blessed
Meaning, to “draw downwards.” What do we 
draw downwards?…

be You,
The Essential You, Who is beyond name, into …

YHVH (pronounced “Ado-noi”)

A name, but the most transcendent of names: 
The One Who Transcends Time and Space. And 
from there, we continue to draw into…

Our G-d
The Divine Force within us. How?…

Who has betrothed us with His mitzvahs
With each mitzvah, we become His bride, 
transcendent just as He is …

and bonded with us through the 
purification of our hands.
And with each mitzvah we bring a different 
aspect of ourselves into this bond.
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7. Motzi
Thank G-d for bread; Remember your roots

Body
Get ready Seder 
Leader, techie mat-
zah instructions to 
follow:

grab all three 
matzahs—the 
top one, the 
broken middle one and the bottom one—and pick 
them up.  

Say the blessing: “Blessed…Who brings bread out of 
the earth.”

This blessing, “He makes bread come out of the earth,” 
may seem ordinary, even odd. But think about it: the earth 
upon which we tread germinates all the nutrients a human 
being needs to survive—it is the substance that powers our 
thoughts, creativity, music, art, philosophy, meditation, 
prayer.

Soul
We feel an affinity with the food we eat: we, too, are a 
miracle out of the earth.

We share a common journey with bread. The bread begins 
as a seed buried beneath the ground. And then, a miracle 
occurs: as it decomposes and loses its original form, it 
comes alive, begins to sprout and grow. As Spring arrives, 
it pushes its way above the earth to find the sun, and then 
bears its fruit for the world.

We, too, begin buried in Egypt, our identity all but lost. But 
that furnace of oppression becomes for us a firing kiln, a 
baker’s oven, and the womb from whence we are born as 
a nation in the Spring. In our liberation, we bring our fruits 
of freedom to the world.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
I’m stuck here under ground. Life is rotten.

Freedom Mentality
My challenges in life help me discover the strength of my soul.

1

2

8. Matzah
Say a blessing for the matzah; 
Eat to your soul’s content
(Hold it! Didn’t we just say a blessing on the matzah bread?
That was a blessing for giving us what to eat. Now we go on 
to bless and praise Him for connecting us to Him through the 
mitzvah of eating matzah.)

Body
techie instructions continued: carefully release the 
bottom matzah. (Continue orbiting while it makes 
its descent to the table.)

Recite the blessing on the top whole matzah and the 
broken middle matzah: “Blessed…and commanded 
us concerning eating matzah.”

Break off a piece from each of these two matzahs for 
yourself and for each of those sitting at your table. 
Pass them around.

everybody eats at least two 
thirds of a matzah. (to do 
this, they will need to help 
themselves to an auxiliary 
reserve of matzah.)
Hey, it’s a mitzvah after all!
Don’t forget to lean to the 
left while you munch—
just like with the wine.

Soul
Since the destruction of the Holy Temple in Jerusalem, 
matzah is the only opportunity we have to actually eat a 
mitzvah. That’s right, the matzah you are eating is pure 
G-dliness.

The Zohar calls matzah Bread of Faith and Bread of Healing. 
“Faith?” Well, actually, that’s a rather feeble translation. 
“Emunah” is the word in Hebrew, and it means a lot more 
than “I believe.” Faith can often be something people claim 
when they don’t care to think too much. Emunah is when 
you go beyond thinking to a place your mind could have 
never brought you.

Emunah means touching the place where your soul and 
the essence of the Infinite Light are One. It’s a place that 
nothing can describe. Where there are no words. No 
doubts, no uncertainty, no confusion, nothing but a mag-
nificent Oneness before which nothing else exists, and the 
challenges of life withdraw.
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Eating matzah is a way of tapping into that reservoir. Your 
physical body digests the Emunah of your soul, everything 
is integrated back into One, and your body and spirit are 
whole and harmonious.

How on earth can a mixture of water and wheat baked in 
an oven contain such a spiritual cure? Welcome to Judaism, 
where there is no dichotomy of spirit and matter, soul and 
body. Where the spiritual transforms into the physical, and 
material objects become spiritual in a perpetual chemistry 
of exchange. Where the body is healed through empower-

ing the soul, and the soul is nourished with the rituals of the 
body. (After all, we live in the world of One G-d.)

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
Sure, I’ ll eat a little matzo because that’s the  
tradition.

Freedom Mentality
I can’t get enough of this stuff! Feed me matzo! Feed my soul!

Matzah and Liberation
You’re trapped in your marriage. You’ve said certain things, she’s said things, both quite unforgivable. So now you’re 

imprisoned in this cube of tense silence you used to call “home,” and the only place to go from here is down. Yes, there 
is a way out — just yesterday there was a moment, a fleeting opportunity for reconciliation. But you were too big to 

squeeze through.

You’re trapped in debt. There’s the house redo you just had to do, the car you absolutely had to have, the vacation you simply 
wanted (you deserve something for yourself, too). The bills are closing in, and the only place to go from here is down. Yes, 
there’s a small opening, through which a tiny voice inside you sometimes beckons, “You don’t really need this.” But you’ve 
gotten too big to squeeze through.

You’re trapped in your life. Whichever way you turn, you encounter walls—unshakable habits, antagonistic colleagues, 
elusive desires. The only direction that seems not to be closed to you is down — the direction leading deeper into the 
quagmire.

Sometimes, the weather clears enough for you to see the escape hatch set high up in the wall — the way out to freedom. 
But it’s so small. Actually, it’s not so much that it’s small but that you need to make yourself small — veritably flatten yourself 
— to fit through. You need to deflate your selfhood enough to say to yourself, “Wait a minute! I’ve got the wrong idea of what 
it’s all about! It’s not about me, it’s about Us. It’s not about what I can be and have, but what I can do and accomplish.”

We celebrate the festival of Passover by eradicating all chametz (leavened foods) from our home and replacing it with 
matzah, the unleavened bread. The Chassidic masters explain that in order to re-experience the freedom of the Exodus — 
the moment in history that liberated our souls from all and any future forms of slavery — we must eradicate the chametz 
from our souls and replace it with matzah.

Chametz — grain that has fermented and bloated — represents that swelling of ego that enslaves the soul more than any 
external prison. The flat, unpretentious matzah represents the humility, self-effacement, and commitment that are the 
ultimate liberators of the human spirit.

chametz חמץ  matzah and מצה
The liberating quality of matzah is also shown in the forms of the Hebrew letters that spell the words “chametz” and “matzah.”  
The spelling of these two words are very similar (just as a piece of bread and a piece of matzah are made of the same basic 

ingredients) — chametz is spelled chet ח, mem מ, tzadi ץ; matzah is spelled mem מ, tzadi צ, hei ה. So the only difference is 
the difference between the chet and the hei is also slight. Both the chet and the hei have the form of a three sided enclosure, 
open at the bottom; the difference being that the hei has a small “escape hatch” near the top of its left side.

Which is all the difference in the world.

From Chabad.Org
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9. Maror
Eat a bitter herb; 
It’s okay to experience the “ouch!”.

Body
grab some of that bitter herb (such as lettuce or 
horseradish.) take enough to make the size of an 
olive if you were to crunch it into a ball.

Dip the bitter herb in the Charoset. Shake off any 
excess.
It’s a careful balance: you want bitter herbs, but you 
want to sweeten the bitterness. Yet it still has to be bitter 
herbs—not a sumptuous Charoset hors d’oeuvre.
Say the blessing: “Blessed…and commanded us 
concerning eating bitter herbs.”

eat the bitter herb
(Don’t worry if it doesn’t taste that great—it’s not  
supposed to.)

Soul
We can never get used to Egypt. We never belonged there. 
We can never say, “They are the masters and we are the 
slaves, and that’s the way it is.” It must remain something 
we feel bitter about, something that is unjust and needs 
to change. 

If we get used to Egypt, it’s very hard to leave. In fact, many 
Jews said, “Egypt is our land. How can we leave it?” And 
they stayed and died there.

As for the rest of us, when Moses came and told us we 
were going to leave, we believed him. It was our bitterness 
that had preserved our faith.

This is the sweetness we apply to the bitter herb: bitterness 
alone, without any direction, is self-destructive. Add some 
life and optimism to it, and it becomes the springboard to 
freedom.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
Look, this is what I’m used to. I can’t change.

Freedom Mentality
I don’t belong to my habits.

The Midrash relates: When the Jewish people fled 
Egypt, after crossing the parted Red Sea, they sang in 
praise to G-d. He welcomed their song and incorporated 
it into the Torah. When the heavenly hosts wished to offer 
a song to G-d, He told them, “My creatures (the Egyptians) 
are drowning in the ocean, and you sing?”

Why did G-d accept the song of the Jewish people but not 
that of the angels?

The angels never suffered, but the Jewish people 
demonstrated their loyalty to G-d even while suffering 
pain and their lives and the lives of their children were 
at stake. Their song is a true praise to G-d, rather than an 
expression of self satisfaction. 
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10. Korech
Have the Hillel sandwich; Bring it all together

Body
Break the bottom matzah into two pieces.
If you’ve followed the instructions so far, the bottom 
matzah should still be whole. Now is the time to make 
use of it.
take an olive-sized amount of the bitter herb, put it 
in some romaine lettuce and dip it into the Charoset. 
Shake off any excess.
Now you know what the romaine lettuce on the Seder 
plate is for.
Place the bitter herb and lettuce in-between your two 
pieces of matzah.

Say the words: “this is what Hillel did, at the time 
that the Holy temple stood. He wrapped up some 
Pesach lamb, some matzah and some bitter herb and 
ate them together.”
(And you thought it was because they packed fast-food 
sandwiches to leave Egypt in a hurry.)
Hillel understood the words of the Torah about the 
Pesach lamb, “On matzah and bitter herbs you shall eat 
it,” in its literal sense. And so, he invented the sandwich. 
(Or should we call it a Hillel?)
Lean to the left while you eat.

Soul
The world, when viewed 
from within Egypt, looks to 
be a mess of fragments. It’s 
a “Passoverly-Challenged” 
perspective. Plain material-
ism. Mitzvahs appear to be a 
mishmash of do’s and don’ts; 

the Jewish people are a collection of irreconcilable individ-
uals; daily life is a cacophony of hassles and just, well, stuff.

Once we blast off far enough to escape materialism’s gravi-
tational pull, we can look back down and see a whole new 
perspective: it’s all a single landscape. 

From up there looking down, mitzvahs are multiple expres-
sions of a single spiritual path; Jews are multiple faces to a 
single soul; the elements of today’s journey harmonize 
together as a symphony playing a delicate melody.

After we make ourselves into a temple for the Divine, then 
the bitter, the sweet, and the tasteless responsibilities of 
life wrap together in a single package.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
I have to take care of career, family, health, hobbies, handball, 
friendships, parents, taxes, studies, the house, the car, the cat.

Freedom Mentality
I am a conductor and the world is my orchestra to play a 
symphony for its Creator.
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11. Shulchan orech
let’s Feast! 

Body
time to really eat. 
You know how to 
do this, right?

oh, don’t forget the tradition of eating the hard-boiled 
egg on your Seder plate, dipped in some salt water. Most 
do this at the very beginning of the meal.
A hard-boiled egg is a sign of mourning. However, on every 
festive occasion, we remember to mourn for the destruction 
of the Temple and Jerusalem.

Soul
This step, along with Korech before it, marks the re-entry 
we mentioned at the beginning (in Kadesh). We’ve escaped 

Egypt and reached a higher vision.

But freedom consists of more than escape. Complete 
freedom is when you can turn around and liberate all the 
elements of your world from their pure material state, and 
make them transcendent as well.

That’s what we do when we eat every day—we take foods 
grown from the earth, say a blessing over them, and bring 
them into our journey as human beings. And when it’s a 
Jewish holiday or Shabbos, we elevate them further, into 
the realm of pure spirituality. As for tonight, this meal is 
going to be truly Divine.

So don’t imagine we’re just feasting. We’re reaching a 
higher state. And it’s a great way to do it.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality  I am a slave to food. I live to eat.

Freedom Mentality  I am a food liberator. I eat to live.
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13. Berach
Grace after the Meal;  
Thanks for having us

Body
If you’re still awake now, you know it’s getting late. Adults are 
falling asleep. Kids are having a great time taking advantage 
of that. But it’s not over. There are songs and wine, and Elijah 
the Prophet is on his way….

Fill your cup with wine or grape juice. that’s cup #3.

Say the grace after Meals as printed in your 
Haggadah.
Say a blessing on the wine and drink it all down.
Lean to your left.

Soul
The theme of the Grace 
After Meals is confidence. 
Confidence in a Higher 
Force that is with us in our 
daily lives. When we say 
this out loud, with joy and 
sincerity, we initiate a recip-
rocal current; the channels 
of life are widened and 
their currents grow strong.”

Miracles happen when 
Divine energy from beyond 
the cosmos enters within. 
Why did miracles hap-
pen in Egypt? Because we 
believed they would. Those 
who didn’t believe in mir-
acles saw only plagues. To 
see a miracle, you need an 
open heart and mind, open 
enough to receive the 
Infinite. That is the opening 
we make when we thank 
G-d for the miracle of our 
food.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
I thank G-d for giving me what I need.

Freedom Mentality
I thank G-d for letting me know what He needs.
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12. Tzofun
Eat the Hidden Matzah; Lost and found

Body
grab that last bite.
Be sure you’ve eaten enough, 
because the only thing to 
pass our lips after this step 
of the Seder tonight is another two cups of wine.(Oy.)
Retrieve that hidden matzah.
If you can’t find it, you may have to enter into nego-
tiations with your kids to get it back. (Well, if they 
fell asleep, you will be “forced” to just eat some other 
matzah).
eat another two-thirds of a matzah. Lean to  
your left.
With the first matzah, we fulfilled the Mitzvah to eat 
matzah. This one is also in place of the Pesach offering, 
which is meant to be eaten on a full stomach.

Soul
There is the body, there is the soul, and then there is the 
essence. If the soul is light, then that essence is its source of 
light. If the soul is energy, then the essence is its generator. 
The Kabbalah teaches that this essence remains elusive. It 
is called “tzofun,” meaning hidden, concealed, locked away 
and out of reach. It is unlikely to experience it.

We dance around that essence-core, like a spacecraft in 
orbit, unable to land. We can be inspired, we can meditate, 
we can pray, but to touch this inner core—the essence of 
our soul—takes a power from beyond.

On Passover night, we have that power. But only after we 
have taken all the proper steps: destroying our internal 
Chometz, preparing our homes for liberation - the previous 
eleven steps of the Seder. Then, when we are satiated with 
all we can handle, connecting every facet of ourselves to 
the Divine, that’s when that power comes to us. Whether 
we sense it or not, tasteless as it may seem, the matzah we 
eat now—the matzah of  Tzofun—reaches deep into our 
essence and transforms our very being.

Those things you find inspiring and nice may take you a 
step forward. But to effect a real change, you need to do 
something totally beyond your personal bounds.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality: Seeing is believing.

Freedom Mentality: Believing is seeing.
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OPEN THE DOOR 
FOR EliJaH
The true light of redemption comes from within. 
Miracles provide inspiration and cause us to direct our 
attention and efforts to spiritual truths. The ultimate 
miracle, however, is not the abrogation of nature, but 
the transformation of the natural into the G-dly.

Although the redemption from Egypt came from 
“without”--it was orchestrated and produced entirely by 
the Almighty, our Sages tell us the future and ultimate 
redemption will be the product of our own effort. 
Indeed, the whole point of liberating us from Egypt was 
to provide us with the opportunity to refine ourselves 
and the world around us to the extent that Divine Will 
which is the hidden source and root of all of existence 
becomes openly manifest.

This is what we achieve when we struggle to overcome 
the ego-centric inertia of worldly life. Every small, private, 
inner step on the path to spirituality and goodness is a 
step toward the Redemption. The Torah-study, good 
deeds, and character refinement with which we occupy 
themselves all year open the door of the heart to Elijah 
the Prophet and all that he represents.

When the cup of Elijah is filled this Passover and the front 
door is opened, don’t concentrate on the doorway. If you 
peek into your heart, there’s a very good chance that you 
will behold the holy prophet smiling back at you.

14. hallel
Praise the l-ord; Sing along

Body
Pour a special cup of wine and set it in the 
middle of the table. You won’t drink this one—
it’s for elijah the Prophet.
Elijah comes to announce the imminent and final 
Redemption, with the arrival of Moshiach.
Now fill your cup with wine or grape juice.  
that’s cup #4.
Yes, you can handle it.
the kids open the front door to welcome elijah the 
Prophet. Recite the prayer, “Pour out Your wrath…” from 
the Haggadah. Watch elijah enter. (Can’t see him? Maybe 
you’ve had too much wine.)
Tonight is a called “Leil Shimurim”—a night of protection 
—when we are secured by G-d’s Gentle Hand. We open our 
front door in the middle of the night with confidence and 
trust that no harm will befall us.
On that very first Passover in Egypt, we were redeemed on the 
merit of our trust that He would redeem us. Tonight we are 
liberated again, and again we demonstrate our trust.

It’s all there in your Haggadah. We offer praise to g-d for 
His mercy and compassion in redeeming our people from 
egypt, and in anticipation of our own ultimate redemp-
tion. 
Why does G-d need us to praise Him? He doesn’t, we do. As 
the kabbalah explains, when we praise His kindness, we reveal 
His compassion. when praying for our needs, we evoke His 
desire to give.
at the end, say a blessing and drink the fourth and final 
cup of wine.

Soul
The ancient rabbis clued us in on a key principle in cosmic 
functions: whatever G-d tells us to do, He does Himself. 
Of course, there’s a difference. We do it in our little human 
world, while He does it on a grand cosmic plain.

He told us to open our door on the night of Passover. So, 
tonight, He opens every door and every gateway of the 
spiritual cosmos to all of the Jewish People. To each one of 
us, regardless of what we have been doing the rest of the 
year, tonight is our chance to reach the highest of spiritual 
levels. Take your choice and jump a quantum leap.  There 
is nothing stopping us.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality  Since it’s Passover, I’ll make a little change.

Freedom Mentality  Since Passover, I totally changed.
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15. Nirtzo
The acceptance; Next year in Jerusalem!

Body
the seder concludes with the wish, “L’shana Ha-ba-ah 
Bi-yerushalayim.” We hope for each other that which 
our ancestors prayed for thousands of years, “Next 
year In Jerusalem!”

this last step of the Seder is easy: expect a miracle.
This is His job now.

Look up from your wine. The table is a delicious mess. 
Uncle Irving is snoring in his Haggadah, serenaded by the 
first chirping of dawn. As you carry the little ones to their 
beds to the sound of matzah crunching beneath your feet, you 
wonder, “Who will carry me to bed?”

Was it the best Seder that could have been? Look, it had 
its highlights. A few times, the kids got a little over-excited. 
And the horseradish and chicken soup didn’t mix too well. 
Grandpa told some great stories, but we heard them last year. 
We all had fun with the songs. We told the tale again with 
new embellishments, just like we have for 3,300-plus years. 
We did what we are supposed to, in our own human way.

And now, let the Creator do what He has promised to do: 

a re-run. Starring us, in the Ultimate Redemption. With lots 
of miracles. But this time, forever.

Soul
Some people think we are meant to be perfect. But, if that 
is what our Creator wanted, why did He make us such 
imperfect beings? Rather, what he wants of us is our very 
humanness. Sometimes we fall. But we keep on struggling, 
and eventually make some real change in order to create 
a perfect world.

And then, once we have done all we can, like a kind parent 
helping with the homework, He makes sure to touch up 
our work and make it shine.

For 3,300 years we have been leaving Egypt. For 3,300 
years we have been doing our human job of transforming 
the darkness of His world into light. And now it is His turn 
to banish darkness forever, to make our work shine.

P E r S o n a l  a P P l i c aT i o n
Bondage Mentality
Yaaaaawwwwwwn! Well, there goes another Passover night 
under the belt.

Freedom Mentality
I’m done with Pharaoh; I’m through with Egypt. Take me to 
Jerusalem!
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The Science 
of Jewish 
Survival
over three thousand years ago, a group of Jewish slaves were 

liberated from egypt. ever since, at this time of year, we relive 
their story on Passover, the festival of freedom.

Imagine we could travel back in time and say to the great 
Pharaoh, “There’s good news and bad news. The good news is that one of the 
people alive today will survive and change the moral landscape of the world. The 
bad news is: it won’t be yours. It will be that group of hebrew slaves out there, 
building your glorious temples, the Children of Israel.”

Nothing would sound more outrageous. The egypt of Pharaoh’s time was the 
greatest empire of the ancient world, brilliant in arts and sciences, formidable in 
war. The Israelites were a landless people, powerless slaves. Indeed, already in an-
tiquity, those in power believed that the Israelites were on the verge of extinction. 

The first reference to Israel outside the Bible is an obituary of the Jewish people. 
It is inscribed on a huge slab of black granite, known as the mernephta stele dat-
ing from the thirteenth century BCe, which stands today in the Cairo museum. It 
reads “Israel is laid waste. his seed is no more.”

The story of Jewish survival is so exceptional, unparalleled and vast that it chal-
lenges the imagination. In our own century, the two great powers which an-
nounced, “Israel is laid waste”--hitler’s Third Reich and the Soviet union--have 
been crushed and dismantled. But the people of Israel lives.

many thinkers and social scientists have tried, and are still trying, to account for 
the survival of a people, a faith, and a heritage through three millennia of nearly 
impossible historical conditions. Blaise Pascal, the great seventeenth century 
French thinker, mathematician, theologian, physicist, wrote:

“In certain parts of the world we can see a peculiar people, separated from the 
other peoples of the world and this is called the Jewish people... This people is not 
only of remarkable antiquity but has also lasted for a singularly long time… For 
whereas the people of greece and Italy, of Sparta, Athens and Rome and others 
who came so much later have perished so long ago, these still exist, despite the 
efforts of so many powerful kings who have tried a hundred times to wipe them 
out, as their historians testify, and as can easily be judged by the natural order of 
things over such a long spell of years. They have always been preserved, however, 
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and their preservation was foretold… my encoun-
ter with this people amazes me...”

This is a moving tribute, but it requires explanation.

S C I E n C E o f S U R v I vA L
Perhaps we can take our answer from the great 
empirical thinkers of our time, the scientists. They 
tell us that when a scientist seeks to ascertain 
the laws governing a certain phenomenon, or to 
discover the essential properties of an element of 
nature, he must undertake a series of experiments 
under the most varied conditions to discover those 
properties or laws which under all conditions are 
alike.

The same principle should be applied to Jewish 
survival. It is one of the oldest in the world, be-
ginning its national history with the revelation at 
mount Sinai over three thousand years ago. In the 
course of these centuries, Jews have lived under 
extremely varied conditions. They were dispersed 
across the world. They had multiple languages, possessed a diversity of cultures. 
For example, Rashi lived in Christian France. maimonides was born in Islamic 
Spain. Rabbi Akiva lived under Roman rule; the Talmudic sages under Babylonian 
hegemony. Their societies were utterly different. They were as far apart as nine-
teenth century eastern european Jewry and the twenty-first century American 
investment banker. All that linked them across space and time was a faith, 
a Torah way of life.

No other people have survived for so long under such circumstances. If we wish 
to discover the essential elements making up the cause and very basis of the 
existence of our people and its unique strength, we must conclude that it is not 
its land, language, culture, racial gift or genetic endowment. The only constant 
single factor that has preserved our people through all it’s vicissitudes is the tena-
cious adherence to our spiritual heritage.

This is what made our people indestructible despite the millennia of onslaughts 
against the Jewish body and soul by thugs and monsters of every description.

What Jewish history tells us is that the strength of our people as a whole, and of 
each individual, lies in a close commitment to our ancient spiritual heritage, the 
basis and essence of our existence.

T H E f I S H A n d f o x
No one has expressed this better then Rabbi Akiva, the great sage of the second 
century. The Talmud tells of how Rabbi Akiva taught Torah in public at a time 
when the Roman government, under the emperor hadrian, prohibited such ac-
tivity. Said Pappus ben Judah to him: Aren’t you afraid to endanger your life?  To 
which Rabbi Akiva replied with the following parable.

A fox was once walking by the bank of a river, and saw fish darting from place 
to place. “What are you fleeing from?” he asked the fish. “To escape the nets of 
the fisherman.” “In that case,” said the fox, “come and live on dry land together 
with me.” “Are you the one they describe as the cleverest of animals?” the fish 

replied. “You are not clever but foolish. If we are 
in danger here in the water, which is where we 
live, how much more so on dry land, where we 
are bound to die.”

Torah is to Jewish survival, said Rabbi Akiva, 
as water is to fish. Yes, we are in danger, but 
if we were to leave Torah, which sustains our 
identity, to enter the dry land of the Romans, 
we would certainly die.

This was not merely the personal conviction 
of one Rabbi Akiva. It is the story of Passover 
itself. Leaving egypt was only the beginning of 
freedom, not the end.

What would Passover be without its intimate 
link with Shavout? What would Israelite free-
dom be without the revelation at Sinai?  
Imagine the Bible as a narrative of a mere 
cultural or ethnic group. We would read about 
the enslavement of the Israelites in egypt. We 

would read on with enthusiasm of how they won their liberty and were led to 
a land of their own. Then we would read about how they merge into the wider 
landscape, married the Canaanites, Jebusites and the other people of the ancient 
Near east, and vanished into time, irrevocably. We survived because we carried 
the Torah with us into Israel. We are who and what we are because of a momen-
tous faith, a faith that proved stronger then the greatest empires in history.

From Chabad.org, by Rabbi Dov Greenberg

© Sarah Kranz

Standing before Pharaoh, moses did not simply demand in the name of g-d, 
“Let my people go,” but, “Let my people go, that they may serve me.” (exodus 
7:16). In fact the raison d’être of the exodus was to enter in a covenant with 
g-d which is our sustaining force. hence, Shavuot, the day the Torah was 
given, celebrated on the fiftieth day after Passover, is the only festival that has 
no calendar date. Because Shavuot is the completion of Passover, the purpose 
of the exodus was realized only on the day we stood at Sinai.

Ancient egypt and Rome built great monuments to outlive the winds and 
sands of time. What they built still stands and in some respects was never 
surpassed. But only the architecture remains, not the civilization that once 
gave them life.

Ancient Israel became builders, too, but what they constructed was not monu-
ments of stone. Instead they were summoned at Sinai to build a righteous 
world, worthy of becoming a home for the Divine presence. Its stones would 
be its holy deeds, and its mortar Torah study and compassion. By teaching the 
Israelites that the Architect of this world is g-d, the builders are all who wish to 
become his “partners in the work of creation,” moses turned a group of slaves 
into an eternal people.
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Approaching 
Freedom
Begin well in advance 
Deadline: April 5, 2012
CREATE A CHOMETZ FREE ZONE. HOW? 
Who Is This Chometz Guy And What Is So Terrible About 
Him? Chometz means “leavened grain.” Any food or drink 
made from wheat, barley, rye, oats, spelt or their deriva-
tives that wasn’t guarded from leavening or fermentation is 
considered chometz on Passover.

On Passover, if a food contains even a trace of chometz, 
we don’t eat it, we don’t buy it, we don’t sell it, and we make 
sure not to have any of it in our possession.

If that sounds rather strange, you need to look at the 
historical context: The night we were liberated from 
Egyptian slavery, we had to get out of there fast. So fast, 
there was no time for the bread we were baking to rise. 
All we could pack for the way was flat, unleavened bread. 
To remember the occasion and re-experience it, G-d 
commanded us to purge our homes and diets of any leav-
ened grains every year.

PAINLESS PURGING: Problem is, our homes are infested 
with the stuff. So before Passover we make a full spring-
cleaning-search-and-destroy mission. But before you drive 
yourself nuts on an endless witch-hunt, here are some tips 
to lighten the load:

Out of reach, out of existence: if you can’t reach the 
chometz with your hand, the stuff might as well not exist.

Stick to the Chometz Domain: You only need to search 
those places where people sometimes take 
chometz. Oh yes, your first floor for sure. Do you 

or your grandchildren or guests take up food to 
your upper floors? Most probably. How about 

your office desk and drawers? 
You can always quarantine: Any room or clos-

et can be sealed off for eight days – as long as 
you remember that vital “Sale of Chometz” 
mentioned below, then you are okay. 

THINGS TO DO:
before you Passover

HIDE AND SELL: Now you’re thinking, “What about my 
Ballantine’s 30 Year single malt whiskey, my assortment 
of organic, home-brewed vinegars and my kid’s ‘Cheerio-
Man’ masterpiece?” The good news is, there’s an alterna-
tive to the search and destroy approach to Passover: 
Simply ensure that no chometz belongs to you for the 
duration of the holiday, as follows.

Take all the chometz you can find – the food, the drinks 
and the utensils used throughout the year (and not 
koshered for Passover) – and store them away in a closet 
or room that you will lock or tape shut. You’re going to 
temporarily rent out that space 
and sell everything in it to a 
non-Jew.

Since this has to be a legally 
binding sale according to both 
Jewish and civil law, we autho-
rize a competent rabbi to act as 
our agent to take care of it. He 
sells all our chometz to a non-Jew just before Passover. 
He buys it back as soon as the holiday is over. The night 
Passover ends, you can already break out that single malt 
for a l’chaim. 

On page 47 you will find an authorization form to sell 
your chometz. You can mail it, fax it, or email it to reach 
us well before April 5, 2012, and we will take care of 
the rest. Do not leave it for the last minute. (For the very 
latest time for sale of chometz, see schedule page 46). 
The form can also be completed online at www.chabad-
wi.org/chometz.

PASSOVER-IZE YOUR PANTRY: Give some serious 
thought about koshering your kitchen. If youv’e never done 
this before, call up an expert. Here is what you will do: You’re 
going to lock up the food and dishes that you use the rest 
of the year; Do a kosherizing job on counters, tables, sinks, 
oven and stovetop, or microwave, to purge them of what-
ever chometz they’ve absorbed through heat and/or soak-
ing; Kosherize pots, pans and cutlery that you’d like to use for 
Passover – or just buy seasonal replacements. Today, most 
Passover savvy homes have special sets of dishes, silverware, 
pots, pans and other utensils for Passover use only.

Now you can restock those empty shelves with Passover 

Some Examples of Chometz You Might Not Have 
Thought Of: breakfast cereals • pasta • crackers • cake 
mixes • licorice • beer • whiskey • vodka • vinegar  
• soya drinks (usually contains barley extract)

26
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delights and yummies.
For further assistance you may email us at ris@chabadwi.

org or call Rabbi Yisroel Shmotkin 414-961-6100 ext. 210. For 
more information, for guidance to kosher your kitchen, or 
for Rabbis in other Wisconsin locations, visit our website at 
www.chabadwi.org. We will be glad to help with informa-
tion or in any other way.

HIT THE AISLES: Any processed food you eat on Passover 
needs kosher supervision. Today, that’s no big deal – the 
supermarkets are filled with “Kosher for Passover” products. 
Fruits, vegetables and most things raw and unpro-
cessed are kosher for Passover. (We do not use beans 
and legumes). One way to plan is to go healthy for 
eight days and cook everything from scratch. For a 
storehouse of knockout recipes, along with a complete 
guide to making your house kosher for Passover, get your 

hands on The Spice and Spirit of Kosher for Passover 
Cooking (LWO, 2003), available at most Jewish 

bookstores or order from www.judaism.
com. For good links to Passover 
foods, check out www.passover.
net. You can also contact us with 
any questions you may have.

Please be aware that the Matzah 
that’s fit to eat on Passover must be 
marked for Passover use.

Thursday, April  5, 2012
SEARCH WARRANT: You are getting closer. At nightfall 
on the eve of the day before Passover, we conduct a “formal 
search” for all chometz throughout the house. Roll ten 
pieces of Chometz tightly into paper wrappings and place 

them around the house (don’t hide them so they are hard 
to find. Make sure you keep a list). Get a paper bag, a candle 
(or flashlight), a wooden spoon (as a shovel) and, if you can, 
a feather (as a broom) to collect any chometz found. 

One half hour after sunset, gather the family and say 
blessing #4 on page 46). Armed with those searching tools, 
the family now fans out to scour every nook and cranny 
of the house for those nefarious crumbs, crusts and 
cheerios, as well as the ten pieces you placed. All 
incriminating evidence is swept into the paper bags 
with one of those feathers.

When everyone is done, all the bags, the feathers 
and wooden spoons join the chometz in a single 
paper bag. 

After the search, verbally nullify any chometz that 
was not found (statement #5 on page 46). Place that 
bag in a conspicuous spot to be burned the next 
morning. (Before the search, put aside the chometz you 
plan to use the next morning for breakfast). 

Friday, April 6, 2012
THE MORNING AFTER: You can still eat chometz in the 
early hours of the morning, whatever you have put aside for 
your final farewell party to the chometz on the day before 
Passover. (For the latest time, see schedule on page 46). 
Once that time is up, be careful to eat only foods which are 
kosher for Passover for the full eight days of the holiday. 

NOW, YOU ARE FIRED: Make a bonfire and burn the 
entire paper bag along with any leftover chometz from 
breakfast or any chometz not stored with the chometz 
which was sold before Passover. (For latest time, see sched-
ule on p. 46) 

HOW TO DO MATZAH
Matzah is the mitzvah which you actually eat and 
digest. According to the Kabbalah, eating matzah has 
a profound effect on the soul. So you want to make 
sure you…

Get the Real Thing
Not all matzah is created equal There’s…

Year-round matzah: Not marked kosher for 
Passover is not fit for use under any conditions.

Matzah made with fruit juice or eggs: For Passover – 
only if absolutely necessary. 

Machine matzah: Generally okay, but not optimum for 
the Seder.

Hand-made Shmurah matzah: For the Seder, you want 
Matzah that was made from flour that was guarded from 
any moisture from the time of harvest until it arrives in 

your mouth; a matzah which was specifically baked 
for the mitzvah of eating matza at the Seder – and 
we haven’t yet invented machines that can have 
that in mind. The ultimate matza is made by hand 
in a bakery where everyone yells out, “For the sake 

of the mitzvah of matzah!” before kneading, rolling 
or baking the dough. To acquire these special matzos, 

contact us at www.chabadwi.org or call 414-961-6100 
x208 or you may buy it at the kosher supermarket.
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MAKING NOTHING INTO A BIG DEAL: Now you are 
ready to formally declare your home a chometz-free zone. 
As the chometz is burning, recite the Chometz Nullification 
statement (#6 on page 46,) verbally disowning any chometz 
that might have been overlooked. 

PREPARE AGAIN TO CELEBRATE: Now you have a whole 
day to look forward to the Seder. Be sure to prepare at once 
the seder items for both days. But wait; to develop your spir-
itual and nutritional appetite for the Seder, we abstain from 
eating any food found on the Seder plate today, especially 
Matzah. If you’re a fan of bitter herbs and raw onions, apples, 
nuts and wine, stay out of the kitchen.  Utilize your day to 
prepare the Seder table.  Get ready for the big party.

FridaY, aPril 6, 2012

Firstborn Son’s Fast: The last of the Ten 
Plagues visited upon the Egyptians that forced them to 
free the Jewish people was when G-d took the lives of 
all firstborn males in Egypt, sparing the firstborn sons 
of Israel. In recognition, firstborn Jewish males over 
13 fast on this day. But, since joy eclipses suffering, 
it is customary to waive this fast with a celebration, 
upon the siyum - conclusion of a Talmudic tractate. 
Ask your rabbi for the time, or come to Lubavitch on 
Friday, April 6th, at 7am.

Soul Scrubbing

My right arm is officially a hundred times stronger 

than my left, still burning and smelling of bleach.

The home where I am living and studying this 

year, Machon Alte, had a day of cleaning yesterday, in honor of 

the approaching holiday of Passover. Every student was given 

a job around the “campus.”

My job? To scrub. To scrub the floor. To scrub all thirty refrig-

erator racks. To scrub the counters. To scrub the dishes.

As I was removing layers of “leftovers” from the surfaces I 

encountered, I struggled to use my 

overly-exposed-to-fumes brain to tap 

into the meaning and purpose of all 

the cleaning. Learning in Tzfat, the city 

where the study of Kabbalah origi-

nated in Northern Israel, has taught 

me enough to expect more from the 

seemingly mundane in this world.

The Alter Rebbi Schnuer Zalman, founder of Chabad, is 

known to have spent an enormous amount of time intensely 

searching for chometz in his one room house. Checking for 

chometz, after the house is already cleaned, and from leavened 

products, takes about twenty minutes, but he went all through 

the night - carefully guiding his candle along the floor in search 

of crumbs.

Clearly, there is something here that goes beyond spring 

cleaning.

The Alter Rebbe wasn’t only searching his house. He was 

searching his soul. He was identifying what a person’s motives 

should be when cleaning for Passover - checking for the 

crumbs and layers of dirt that could possibly be covering our 

soul, stopping it from shining its full light.

There are many explanations for the much dreaded Passover 

cleaning. But for me, the Alter Rebbe’s approach stands out.

So here I am scrubbing and scrubbing. I’ve got my soul on 

my mind. And I’m talking to myself. I’m saying, “Mimi, scrub it 

away.”

Scrub away negativity. Let your soul shine. Scrub away the 

suggestive powers of society. Let your soul shine. Scrub away 

your barriers between your brothers and sisters. Let your soul 

shine. Scrub away your silly insecuri-

ties. Let your soul shine. Scrub away 

your ego. Let your soul shine. Scrub 

away laziness. Let your soul shine. 

Scrub away meaningless distractions. 

Let your soul shine.

Scrub away all the layers. Reveal the 

light, the shine. Reveal your mission. 

Reveal your powers. Reveal the meaning. Reveal the light 

inherit in the dark. Reveal the G-dliness. Reveal redemption.

This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine. And the whole 

world, too, is with me. It is Nissan, the month of redemption, 

and Jews of every type and affiliation are cleaning away. Soul 

scrubbing and world scrubbing.

The world is starting to freshen and sparkle.

Passover is on its way.

From Chabad.org, by Mimi Hecht (Notik)
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Experiencing 
Freedom
Celebrating the Holiday for  
the Next Eight Days
Friday, April 6, 2012
LIGHT UP: As before every Shabbat and 
festival, Jewish women and girls light the candles 
that brighten the home and welcome these special days. 
(for time and blessing #1 and #3, see page 46.) If you missed 
lighting on time, you may light the Yom Tov candles before 
the Seder (or all night), but from a pre-existing fire only.

FINALLY THE SEDER: Now it’s showtime! Begin the Seder 
as soon as you are able after nightfall. Experience the Seder!

Saturday, April 7, 2012
PRAY AND FEAST: Today is a good day to go to Shul, 
followed by a festive meal for lunch. Wait with preparing for 
the second Seder until after nightfall.

BRIGHTEN UP AGAIN: Tonight we will enjoy one more 
Seder. But, before we begin the second Seder, the holiday 
candles are lit after nightfall from a pre-existing flame. (for 
time and blessings #2 and #3, see page 46).

Sunday, April 8, 2012
PRAY AND FEAST AGAIN: It’s time to go to Shul again 
and enjoy another festive meal for lunch.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE: Just as we make Kiddush, 

declaring the sanctification of the Shabbat day, we’re 
equally obliged to distinguish between the sanctified and 
the mundane, good and evil, light and darkness. At the 
present time, when these qualities are so often blurred and 
distorted, it is of particular importance. Although we are 
in the midst of the holiday, the holiness of the first days of 
Yom Tov is still very special. When Yom Tov ends at nightfall, 
we recognize the departure of the Yom Tov by reciting the 
Havdalah service (to be found in your prayer book).

SaTUrdaY, aPril 7, 2012
Be Counted: Tonight we begin the counting of 
the Omer, named for the Omer offering of new crops 
of barley, brought in the Temple on the second day 
of Passover. 

You can take a slave out of slavery, but it’s a lot 
harder to take the slavery out of the slave. That’s why 
the Exodus didn’t really end until the Jewish people 
received the Torah at Mount Sinai – the ultimate 
liberating experience.

From the time the Jewish People left Egypt, they 
counted anxiously toward that day – forty-nine days 
in all. Since then, every year, we do a replay, starting 
the second night of Passover, counting the days and 
weeks. Each day represents a higher step in spiritual 
preparation for the ultimate high that comes on the 
Festival of Shavuos.

You would want to do this 
even before the Seder begins, 
as you may fall asleep before 
you have a chance to recite 
this blessing at the end of the 
evening. (For blessing and 
schedule see page 47). 

Eiruv Tavshilin
Preparing for Shabbat

Thurs., April 12, 2012
This year, the 7th day of Passover, occurs on 
Friday.  Generally, on the Festivals we are 
permitted to prepare (cook, bake, etc.) foods 
necessary only for that day.  Can we prepare 
food necessary for Shabbat on this Friday, 
being a holiday, with all the restrictions of 
Yom Tov – Festival?

An Eiruv Tavshilin allows us to “join” Friday’s 
Shabbat food preparations to those begun 
on the eve of the Festival (Thursday).  On 

Thursday, the eve of the holiday, before 
sundown, we set aside a matzah and one 
cooked item to accompany it (such as meat, 
fish or eggs) as designated for Shabbat. 

 Now, any further food we prepare 
for Shabbat on Friday is regarded as a 
continuation of this initial preparation.  The 
food however, must be fully cooked before 
sunset – the end of the day – on Friday. 

We recite the following blessing:

Bo-ruch A-toh Ado-noi E-lo-hei-nu Melech 
Ho-olom A-sher Ki-de-sha-nu Bemitz- vo-
sov Ve-tzi-vanu Al Mitz-vat Ei-ruv. 

Blessed are You, L-rd our G-d, King of the 
Universe, who has sanctified us by His 
commandments, and commanded us 
concerning the mitzvah of Eiruv. 

Then declare:

By means of this Eruv it shall be permis-
sible for us to bake, cook, put away a dish 
to preserve its heat, kindle a light (from a 
pre-existing flame), and prepare on Yom Tov 
everything we need for Shabbos.

The food from the Eruv should be put aside 
to be eaten on Shabbos. The best time to 
eat it is on Shabbos afternoon.

 Continued on p. 30
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Monday, April 9, 2012
NOW YOU ARE IN THE MIDDLE: Passover’s intermediate 
days have begun at the end of the second day of the holi-
day (Sunday night). Between the first two and the last two 
days of Passover, except for Shabbat, we may resume much 
(not all) of our regular workday activities; but, of course, we 
continue to eat Kosher for Passover foods exclusively. Also, it 
is customary to drink a glass of wine or grape juice each day, 
in celebration of the festival.

Thursday, April 12, 2012
GET READY FOR THE MIX: do the Eiruv Tavshilin 
ceremony. (See page 29.)

AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY: 
Beginning with tonight, the 
following two days, Friday and 
Saturday, are Yom Tov (Holidays). 
They are observed respectively 
with the same laws governing all 
Jewish Festivals and Shabbos. We 
usher in the Yom Tov by lighting 
the candles (for time and blessing 
#2 see page 46.) 

This day commemorates our complete liberation from 
Egypt, when the Sea of Reeds split and the Israelites crossed 
over and were officially free. We celebrate the holiday with 
a formal festival meal beginning with Kiddush. You will find 
Kiddush in your prayer book or the Haggadah. Get ready for 
an intense experience – it is customary to stay up all night 
studying Torah. 

Friday, April 13, 2012
CROSS THE SEA OF REEDS: Today’s experience in Shul 
includes the Torah reading of the Splitting of the Sea of 
Reeds. (that’s in addition to the Rabbi’s sermon…. Enjoy!).

THE FINALS: Before sunset, Passover candles are lit from 
a pre-existing flame (for time and blessing #1 see page 
46). We celebrate the holiday with a formal festival meal, 
beginning with Kiddush. You will find it in your prayer book 
or the Haggadah. On this final day of Passover, we strive for 
a higher level of freedom and focus on the final redemption.

Please note: this year is special.  You are about to expe-
rience the double holiness of Shabbos and Yom Tov.  

Today’s Kiddush contains them both. Consult your prayer 
book or Haggadah for the Shabbos additions.

Saturday, April 14, 2012
LAST BUT NOT LEAST: Today’s shul experi-
ence includes the yizkor prayer. If you have lost 
a parent, you would want to attend synagogue 
services today for this memorial service.

IT’S ABOUT TO HAPPEN: Just when you 
thought you had seen it all – This day, the final day of 
Passover, emphasizes an even Higher Freedom!  It is dedi-
cated to our imminent and final Redemption.  It is tradition-
ally associated with our fervent hope for the coming of 
Moshiach (the Messiah).  The Haftorah (Prophetic reading) 
for today contains Isaiah’s famous prophecies about the 
Messianic era: “The wolf will dwell with the lamb, the leop-
ard will lie with the kid… They shall do no evil, nor will they 
destroy… for the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of 
G-d, as the waters cover the sea.”

ENCORE! ENCORE!: As the day draws to a close, the 
world experiences an outpouring of Divine consciousness. 
Following the custom of the Baal Shem Tov, founder of 
Chassidism, Passover concludes with a “Feast of Moshiach.” 
This festive meal, complete with the matzah and, yes, four 
cups of wine, begins before sunset. It is the perfect way to 
spiritually take leave of Passover and open our conscious-
ness to the coming redemption.

IT’S ALL OVER NOW: Nightfall marks 
the end of Passover. Wait about an 
hour to give the rabbi time to buy back 
your chometz, and then you can eat 
chometz to your heart’s content.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE AGAIN: At 
nightfall (see schedule on page 46), as 
we depart the holiday to begin our day 
to day activities, we recite the Havdalah blessing. Havdalah 
invites us to carry the spirit of Shabbat and/or the holiday 
into our weekday life. Thus, by contrasting the sacred and 
the mundane – the Shabbat or Holidays from the other days 
of the week – we strive to bring some of the holiness of the 
Holidays into our everyday activities throughout the week.

WE HAVE MADE IT! Let’s continue the Passover spirit of 
freedom throughout the year!
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I encountered the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem 
M. Schneerson, before he became the world famous 
Jewish leader. 

I lived in Israel and traveled to New York to visit my 
daughter. At one point of my visit there I entered an elevator 
to reach one of the higher floors of a building. Unexpectedly, 
there was a young man with a beard (unusual in those days), 
with a distinguished appearance, who greeted me warmly. 

The man asked me where I hailed from. I responded, that I 
had just arrived from New Zealand, where I traveled for busi-
ness from time to time. 

He then asked me “Is there a Mikveh (ritual bath) in New 
Zealand?” I replied “I was there for business, not a Mikveh.”

The stranger responded, “Wherever a Jew finds himself he 
must have a positive impact.”

The elevator door opened, the man and I exited and went 
our separate ways.

Meeting my daughter, who was waiting for me, I asked her 
if she knew who was the man with whom I rode the elevator. 
She responded that this was Rabbi Menachem Schneerson, 
the son-in-law of the (sixth) Lubavitcher Rebbe.

Over forty years passed. Once again I traveled to New 
York to visit my daughter. One Sunday morning, I decided to 
visit the Rebbe, who by now was already in his eighties. Every 
Sunday morning the Rebbe would stand there for hours, at 
the Lubavitch headquarters in Brooklyn, and distribute dol-
lars for charity and offer his blessings. 

After standing in line for a long time I found myself receiv-
ing a dollar from the Rebbe along with a blessing for success. 
He then turned to me and said, “Is there already a Mikveh in 
New Zealand?” 

I was floored. During these sessions, as well as in private 
audience, the Rebbe has seen thousands and thousands of 
people; I’ve aged significantly; when distributing dollars, in 
what is seemingly a casual, quick passing by, yet in that quick 
second, the Rebbe recognized me and posed that question in 
one continuum to his charge of forty years earlier.

Perhaps what’s even more amazing is the Rebbe’s care. 
Forty years ago the Rebbe cared about providing a Mikveh for 
Jews in New Zealand, and forty years later, it was still on his 
mind, being bothered that there was none there. 

Forty Years
and Still Concerned

In HonoR of THE REbbE’S, RAbbI MEnACHEM M. SCHnEERSon, obM, 110TH bIRTHdAy (on THE 11TH of nISSAn/ApRIL 3, 2012)  
And In gRATITUdE of HIS vISIon And gIfT of LovE, WE pRESEnT THE foLLoWIng fASCInATIng SToRy.
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THE DISPUTATION:
One Love, One 
Chabad Heart
Excerpts from an Article

Any group or movement with a strongly held viewpoint inevi-
tably has to decide how to relate to outsiders who disagree 
or simply don’t care. It can judge and dismiss them, or it can 
condescend and seek to instruct them about the dangerous 
error of their ways. The really radical approach, however, is to 
serve and to love them.

This last approach has come to be associated with Chabad. 
Chabad’s efforts have earned the movement its share of ene-
mies. The rabbi at the Reform temple where I grew up used to 
speak out against the local Chabad emissary; the competition 
made him nervous. More recently, Chabad has been criticized 
for not insisting on Orthodox practice from those who attend 
its synagogues. In a series of controversial essays, colum-
nist Marvin Schick bemoaned the fact that a convention of 
Chabad emissaries had chosen Alan Dershowitz as a speaker, 
despite previous negative comments he had made about 
traditional Judaism.

In short, when Chabad is at the center of a controversy, the 
issue is likely to be the one raised at the outset of this column: 
How does an ideological community with strong opinions 
relate to those who don’t share its views?

Among orthodoxies — be they Jewish, Christian, secularist or 
otherwise — Chabad’s answer is unique. And it is that unique-
ness which makes it the country’s most valuable Jewish 
group: full of missionary zeal and true to authentic Judaism, 
but remarkably tolerant and loving. 

Chabad is thought of as an “outreach” group, which is the 
Jewish way of describing the evangelization of other Jews. 
It would be more accurate, though, to call Chabad a service 
organization.

To be sure, its emissaries aim to bring Jews back to Judaism. 
But mainly they go out into the world to serve, to provide a 
positive Jewish experience to all comers including worship, 
fellowship and counseling.

Many a Jewish traveler would feel lost without the knowledge 
that wherever he or she goes, there will be a Chabad fam-
ily waiting with a warm welcome in the form of community, 
kosher food and good cheer. In my experience of different 
religious communities, the good cheer of the Chabad emis-
saries is without equal. 

The lack of censoriousness is no marketing ploy. It’s written 
into Chabad’s principal religious text, the “Tanya,” which was 
completed in 1796 by the first Chabad rebbe, the Alter Rebbe 
Schneur Zalman.

In Chapter 32 of the “Tanya,” the Alter Rebbe articulates the 
Chabad philosophy regarding those outside Judaism’s spiri-
tual precincts. He argues that it is only materialism that keeps 
one from seeing that no indication about a soul’s greatness 
can be discerned from its observable “garments” — namely, 
its speech and deeds.

Far from contemplating non-observant Jews with a judgmen-
tal eye, “One must attract [them] with strong cords of love.” 
The “Tanya” is relaxed about whether, in the process, the non-
observant Jew turns to observance.

But very likely it is the dynamism of Chabad, rather than its 
religious ideas, that offends the critics. In human psychol-
ogy, there is a comfort with stasis coupled with 
a resistance to high-energy attempts to 
shake things up. Indeed, in a nutshell this 
is the history of mystical Hasidism’s con-
frontation with conventional Judaism. 

By David Klinghoffer, a senior fellow at 
the Discovery Institute.
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The following article by the Forward, sheds light on the modus operandi 
of the chabad lubavitch activism, which is based on the philosophy of its 
founder the alter rebbe, rabbi Schneuer Zalman, whose 200th Yahrzeit 
(anniversary of passing) occurs this year.
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What’s Happening! Recent Events at Lubavitch of Wisconsin

Children’s Purim

cheder jewish home purim visit



Check out our weekly online magazine at www. chabadwi.org34

Chabad of UW-Madison

Young Jewish Professionals - Madison
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Purim at Mequon

Purim for youth



Check out our weekly online magazine at www. chabadwi.org36
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Check out our weekly online magazine at www. chabadwi.org38

Siyum HaRambam
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Shul East



Check out our weekly online magazine at www. chabadwi.org40

Senior Connection
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Purim at Kenosha

Chabad of Madison



Check out our weekly online magazine at www. chabadwi.org42

Megillah Readings  
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The Shul -Purim on the Roof



Check out our weekly online magazine at www. chabadwi.org44

UW - Milwaukee purim

adult Friendship Circle
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JEWISH REACH

Hillel - Seniors Purim Celebration



  

  

  

  

P A S S O v E R 

Blessings & 
Schedules

1.  BA-RUCH A-TOH A-DO-NOI 
E-LO-HEI-NU ME-LECH HA-O-
LAM AHSHER KID-E-SHO-NU 
BE-MITZ-VO-SOV VETZI-
VONU LE-AD-LIK NER SHEL 
SHO-BOSS VE-SHEL YOM 
TOV. 
Blessed are You, L-rd our G-d, 
King of the universe, who has 
sanctified us with His command-
ments, and commanded us to 
kindle the light of the Shabbat 
and Yom Tov.

2.  BA-RUCH A-TOH A-DO-NOI 
E-LO-HEI-NU ME-LECH HA-O-
LAM ASHER KID-E-SHO-NU 
BE-MITZ-VO-SOV VETZI-VO-
NU LE-AD-LIK NER SHEL YOM 
TOV. 
Blessed are You, L-rd our G-d, 
King of the universe, who has 
sanctified us with His command-
ments, and commanded us to 
kindle the Yom Tov light.

3.  BA-RUCH A-TOH ADO-NOI 
E-LO-HEI-NU ME-LECH 
HA-OLAM SHE-HECHI-YO-NU 
VE-KI-YE-MO-NU VE-HI-GI-O-
NU LIZ-MAN HA-ZEH. 
Blessed are You, L-rd our G-d, 
King of the universe, who has 
granted us life, sustained us, and 
enabled us to reach this occa-
sion.

CANDLE LIGHTING 
BLESSINGS

THURSDAY, APRIL 5, AFTER NIGHT FALL – SEARCH FOR CHOMETZ
Before beginning the search, the following blessing is recited:

4.    Ba-rUcH a-ToH ado-noi E-lo-HEi-nU ME-lEcH Ha-olaM aSHEr Kid-ESHo-nU  
BE-MiTZVo-SoV VETZi-VonU al BE-Ur cHo-METZ 
Blessed are You, Lord our G-d, King of the universe, who has sanctified us with His commandments, 
and commanded us concerning the removal of chometz.

After concluding the search the following declaration is stated:
5.  all lEaVEn and anYTHinG lEaVEnEd THaT iS in MY PoSSESSion, WHicH i HaVE nEiTHEr 

SEEn nor rEMoVEd, and aBoUT WHicH i aM UnaWarE, SHall BE conSidErEd nUlliFiEd 
and oWnErlESS aS THE dUST oF THE EarTH.

Sell chometz in advance Have the authorization certificate (see p. 47) reach us no 
later than Thursday, April 5th at 9am 

FRIDAY, APRIL 6  – EATING, SELLING AND BURNING CHOMETZ
Finish eating   Milwaukee Madison Kenosha Green Bay La Crosse
and selling chometz before: 10:43am 10:49am 10:43am 10:43am 10:56am

Burn chometz by: 11:48am 11:54am 11:48am 11:48am 12:02pm

As the Chometz is burning, the following declaration is stated:

6.  all lEaVEn and anYTHinG lEaVEnEd THaT iS in MY PoSSESSion, WHETHEr i HaVE SEEn 
     iT or noT, SHall BE conSidErEd nUlliFiEd and oWnErlESS aS THE dUST oF THE EarTH.

SATURDAY, APRIL 14  – YIZKOR 
Yizkor is recited during morning service. Consult your synagogue for times.

SATURDAY, APRIL 14  Milwaukee Madison Kenosha Green Bay La Crosse

PASSOVER ENDS 
AT NIGHTFALL  8:25pm 8:30pm 8:24pm 8:28pm 8:38pm

FRIDAY EVENING, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, APRIL 6,7,8 – YOM TOV
(See candle lighting Times and Blessings – above, left column) 
On Saturday Eve we begin the “Counting of the Omer” (See page 47)

SUN., APRIL 8, AFTER NIGHTFALL  – THE FIRST DAYS OF YOM TOV END
 Milwaukee Madison Kenosha Green Bay La Crosse

Intermediate days begin. 8:15pm 8:20pm 8:13pm 8:18pm 8:29pm

THURSDAY, APRIL 12  
Before lighting candles, do Eiruv Tavshilin (see page 29 for text and instructions).

THURS. EVE., FRI. & SAT., APRIL 12, 13 & 14  – LAST DAYS OF YOM TOV
(See candle lighting times and blessings - above, left column.)
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                                                          Blessing             Milwaukee Madison Kenosha Green Bay La Crosse

April 6 Eve of Passover/1st Seder 1&3* 7:06 7:12 7:05 7:08 7:20

April 7 Eve of 2nd Day/2nd Seder 2&3** 8:09 8:15 8:07 8:12 8:23

April 12 Eve of 7th Day of Passover 2*** 7:13 7:19 7:12 7:15 7:27

April 13 Eve of 8th Day of Passover 1**** 7:14 7:20 7:13 7:17 7:28

CANDLE LIGHTING TIMES

*Do not light after sunset.
** Do not light before the times indicated.  
Light only from a pre-existing flame.
***If lighting after sunset, light only from a 
pre-existing flame.
****Do not light after sunset.  Light only 
from a pre-existing flame.
a pre-existing flame is a flame that has 
been burning continuously since the onset 
of the festival, such as a pilot light, gas or 
candle flame.
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Counting of 
the omer 2012
Beginning with the second night of 
Passover, and for the following forty-
eight days, culminating on the eve 
before the festival of Shavuot, the omer 
is counted.  The time to count the omer 
is at nightfall, or any time thereafter, 
throughout the night.  If one forgets to 
count at night, he should count during 
the day without the blessing, but 
continue to count with a blessing on 
the subsequent nights.  If, however, one 
forgets to count during the day as well, 
from there on he counts the rest of the 
nights without a blessing.  
 
The following is the blessing 
to be said every night followed 
by the appropriate count for 
that day:
bA-RUCH  A-ToH  A-do-noI  
E-Lo-HEI-nU  ME-LECH  HA-o-
LAM  A-SHER  KId-E-SHo-nU  
bE-MITZ-vo-Sov  vET-ZI-vo-nU  
AL  SE-fI-RAS  HA-o-MER

Blessed are You, Lord our G-d, King of 
the universe, who has sanctified us with 
His commandments and commanded us 
concerning the counting of the Omer.

On each of the following 
evenings, continue:

“Today is…

On April:      
7th  …one day of the Omer.”

8th  …two days of the Omer.”

9th  …three days of the Omer.”

10th ...four days of the Omer.”

11th  ...five days of the Omer.”

12th  ...six days of the Omer.”

13th  ...seven days, which is one week 
of the Omer.”

14th  ...eight days, which is one week 
and one day of the Omer.”

15th ...nine days, which is one week 
and two days of the Omer.”

16th ...ten days, which is one week 
and three days of the Omer.”

17th ...eleven days, which is one week 
and four days of the Omer.”

18th  ...twelve days, which is one week 
and five days of the Omer.”

19th  ...thirteen days, which is one 
week and six days of the Omer.”

20th  ...fourteen days, which is two 
weeks of the Omer.”

21st  ...fifteen days, which is two 
weeks and one day of the Omer.”

22nd ...sixteen days, which is two 
weeks and two days of the Omer.”

23rd ...seventeen days, which is two 
weeks and three days of the Omer.”

24th ...eighteen days, which is two 
weeks and four days of the Omer.”

25th ...nineteen days, which is two 
weeks and five days of the Omer.”

26th ...twenty days, which is two 
weeks and six days of the Omer.”

27th ...twenty-one days, which is three 
weeks of the Omer.”

28th  ...twenty-two days, which is 
three weeks and one day of the Omer.”

29th ...twenty-three days, which 
is three weeks and two days of the 
Omer.”

30th ...twenty-four days, which is 
three weeks and three days of the 
Omer.”

On May:
1st ...twenty-five days, which is three 
weeks and four days of the Omer.”

2nd ...twenty-six days, which is three 
weeks and five days of the Omer.”

3rd ...twenty-seven days, which is 
three weeks and six days of the Omer.”

4th ...twenty-eight days, which is four 
weeks of the Omer.”

5th ...twenty-nine days, which is four 
weeks and one day of the Omer.”

6th ...thirty days, which is four weeks 
and two days of the Omer.”

7th ...thirty-one days, which is four 
weeks and three days of the Omer.”

8th  ...thirty-two days, which is four 
weeks and four days of the Omer.”

9th  ...thirty-three days, which is four 
weeks and five days of the Omer.”

10th ...thirty-four days, which is four 
weeks and six days of the Omer.”

11th  ...thirty-five days, which is five 
weeks of the Omer.”

12th ...thirty-six days, which is five 
weeks and one day of the Omer.”

13th ...thirty-seven days, which is five 
weeks and two days of the Omer.”

14th ...thirty-eight days, which is five 
weeks and three days of the Omer.”

15th ...thirty-nine days, which is five 
weeks and four days of the Omer.”

16th ...forty days, which is five weeks 
and five days of the Omer.”

17th ...forty-one days, which is five 
weeks and six days of the Omer.”

18th  ...forty-two days, which is six 
weeks of the Omer.”

19th  ...forty-three days, which is six 
weeks and one day of the Omer.”

20th  ...forty-four days, which is six 
weeks and two days of the Omer.”

21st ...forty-five days, which is six 
weeks and three days of the Omer.”

22nd ...forty-six days, which is six 
weeks and four days of the Omer.”

23rd ...forty-seven days, which is six 
weeks and five days of the Omer.”

24th ...forty-eight days, which is six 
weeks and six days of the Omer.”

25th ...forty-nine days, which is seven 
weeks of the Omer.”

Return this form early, as responsibility cannot be accepted for forms received at Lubavitch House after   
April 5, 2012. You may fax it to us at (414) 962-1740 or e-mail to ris@chabadwi.org.

CERTIFICATE AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF CHOMETZ
Please print neatly or type, as illegible forms cannot be processed.

I (We)* 
Hereby authorize Rabbi Yisroel Shmotkin to dispose of all chometz that may be in my (our) possession wherever it 
may be at home, at my (our) place of business, or elsewhere in accordance with the requirements of Jewish Law as 
incorporated in the special contract for the sale of chometz.

Residence Address       Apt. No

City/State/Zip

Email

Business Address       Suite No.

City/State/Zip

Signature(s)                                    Date

Certificates must be received at Lubavitch House by April 6, 9:00 AM.
* Husband and Wife, specify names.  Must be signed by head of household and preferably by all parties.
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The Art of Illumination • Schonbek

• Kichler

• Waterford

• Casablanca

• Emerson

• Minka

• 100’s More

Properly selected and well placed lighting can transform your home – inside 
and out. BBC Home Lighting Outlet offers an incredible selection of name 
brand lights and fixtures at 50 to 90% savings everyday.  Our comprehensive 
selection includes outdoor wall lanterns and post lights, fluorescents and
                 commercial fixtures, table and floor lamps and shades, ceiling  fans,
                       bath and kitchen lighting fixtures. 

                           From chandeliers to sconce lights,  whatever your lighting
                                needs, you’ll find the solution at BBC Home Lighting Outlet.  

Visit Wisconsin’s largest lighting showroom! Open Every Day!
Mon.–Sat.  9a.m. to 5pm • Sundays 11a.m. to 4pm

Member ALA
American 
Lighting 

Association

Free Storage • Free Delivery • Free Light Bulbs
Free Consultation • New Home Lighting 

BBC LIGHTING
2015 W. St. Paul Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53233

414-933-0808
www.bbclighting.com


